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A FEW WORDS WITH

BRADDIGAN
by

Sarah Bidinger ’09
A&E Staff

Music spilled from Schneider Arena
last Friday evening when Braddigan, a
socially active reggae-rock group
formed by former Dispatch mem
ber Brad Corrigan,
opened for The
roots for a crowd of
over 1,500 people.
Braddigan currently features Brad
Corrigan on lead vocals and guitar,
Tiago Machado of Brazil on bass and
backup vocals, Renaldo deJesus on per
cussion, and new member Paul
Stivitts
(who
recently
toured Australia with the
band Tamarama)
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drum set. And while the band’s music
is fantastic, “it’s not all about the
music,” says Corrigan.
Braddigan tours around the world
(everywhere from Japan to Brazil) raising
awareness for various causes, particularly
Love, Light and Melody, a nonprofit organ
ization Corrigan founded to advocate for
families living in La Chureca, a trash dump
in Managua, the capital city of Nicaragua.
Sophomore
Nate
Pinches
saw
Braddigan play at the Living Room last
year, and “loved the music they played
and the way they didn’t force their views
or demand money for their charity but let
the story of the people of La Chureca
speak for itself’.
BRADDIGAN/Page 14

Sweat Free PC
Holds Panel
Devin Murphy ’10
News Editor

Lauren Ballback ’ll
News Staff
In recent weeks the constituents of PC
College Republicans have been exposed to
the negative aspect of democratic cam
paigning during their executive board
office elections for the upcoming 20082009 academic year.
The electoral process officially began on
March 12, when College Republicans held
nominations. Members could nominate
themselves or another member of the club.
Per the constitution, elections were sched
uled for their next meeting, March 26.
At that meeting, each candidate would
have been given a chance to explain
his/her platform, after which members
were scheduled to vote via secret ballot.
Between the meetings of March 12 and
March 26, discrepancy arose concerning
the requirements of the definition of a
member. On March 12, the week before

Sweat Free PC hosted a panel of four
activists against sweatshop labor Tuesday,
April 15, at 4:00 p.m. in McPhail’s to help
spread awareness about the use of sweat
shop labor by colleges, universities, and
other major apparel retailers around the
country. Sweat Free PC was created by
professor Cedric DeLeon’s sociology-417
class, several members of the Student
Labor Alliance, and volunteer students.
Over 50 students attended the panel dis
cussion to learn how they could help work
ers working in sweatshops and prevent
clothing made in sweatshops from reach
ing their campus bookstores. Eric
Dirnbach, deputy director of strategic
affairs department at Unite Here Apparel
and Textiles, Liana Foxvog, national
organizer for Sweatfree Communities,
Theresa Haas, outreach associate for the

REPUBLICANS/Page 5
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before the concert, was entitled Side of
Campus Ministry Shows Braddigan
the Road. It opened with footage of the
Documentary
band playing in front of a small audi
ence. In the first song, snatches of
In conjunction with the Board of lyrics that clearly referenced his time in
Programers’ (BOP) spring concert, held La Chureca could be heard.
this past Friday, April 11, headlined by The
“Ileana grabbed my hand again,” he
Roots and featuring Braddigan, Campus sang at one point.
Ministry presented a documentary, Side of
While the lengthy footage of the band in
the Road, revealing the singer’s altruistic concert runs throughout the documentary,
background. Shown in McPhails, the doc the real meat of the film resides in
umentary captured the band playing in a Braddigan’s aid project. The documentary
small club setting before intermittenly cut showed the 1,015 people living in the
ting away to cover Braddigan’s missionary small village and how prostitution and
work in Africa.
drug use are rampant realities of life for
Braddigan founded an organization many of the children.
focused on aiding the penniless people of
“There is a little girl that has changed my
La Chureca, Nicaragua, called Love, life,” said Braddigan in the documentary.
Light, and Melody. Upon visiting the poor “She used to live in a trash dump in
town, Braddigan was moved to help the Nicaragua. That was only two months ago. I
people he found there clinging to life.
wanted to go there and capture the story and
“He went down there and visited this bring it back here. A group live there that wait
dump where there was this family for the garbage truck come for food.”
scrounging through the trash,” said Nate
While Braddigan was happy to reveal
that Ileana had been successfully taken out
Pinches ’09.
Among the dwellers of the destitute vil of her poverty stricken circumstances, it
lage, Braddigan became particularly attached was clear that their was much more
to a young girl named Ileana. Despite her progress still to be made.
deeply troubled past, the singer was shocked
-Conor Ferguson '10
to see that she had retained the vibrancy and
happiness of a child.
Food Fest Draws Crowd
“Ileana caught his eye and he decided he
needed to help her,” said Pinches. “So
The Board of Multicultural Student
they decided to form [Lovelightmelody].”
Affairs (BMSA) sponsored the annual
The proceeds of the concert were direct International Food Festival this past
ed towards Lovelightmelody in the hopes Thursday, April 10, and was met with
that strides might be made to combat the many students eager to sample ethnic
poverty and illness of La Chureka. cuisines. The event was held on the Slavin
Pinches played a large role in organizing lawn from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. The fest
the benefit concert.
charged an entrance price of $3.00 and fea
“I asked Braddigan to come,” said tured booths with different ethnic dishes
Pinches.
“I knew his music from positioned in a semicircle.
Dispatch and I’ve been a fan of
“It’s kind of become a tradition here at
Braddigan for a year now. So I asked PC and it’s being received warmly by the
him to do the benefit concert.”
students,” said Brian McKeon ’09. “The
The documentary, played two days Multicultural Club has a lot of speakers
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come in to talk but this is a new way of
experiencing culture.”
The $3.00 per-person entrance fee went
to reimbursing the losses accrued from
buying the food. The event was not
intended as a fundraiser for the club but
rather a way of helping PC students famil
iarize themselves with new cultures.
“We’re not really making any money,
it’s more going to the food purchases,”
said McKeon. “Most of it comes from
around Thayer Street.
We have
Portuguese, French, Mexican, Thai,
Jamaican, Indian, and Greek. We try to
steer away from more typical foreign food
like Italian and Chinese.”
In conjunction with the multicultural
food, the club also brought in performers
harking from different ethnic backgrounds.
“There’s going to be an Indian drummer
and a local dance group,” said Melissa De
Los Santos ’09. “We’re also having a
karate instructor teaching Tai chi.”
The local dance group, part of the Alima
International Dance Association, was com
prised of approximately five or six girls
whose performance put an emphasis on
cultural diversity.
“We’re from URI and we basically rep
resent multiculturalism and perform only
for causes, anything positive,” said Annie
Ratanasim. “We do dances from all over
the world and add a little flair to it. We
want to present ourselves in a way that’s
positive and righteous. And we accept
anyone from any background, those that
are skilled at any dance.”
The group specialized in many dances
including the Argentine tango and West
African dance.
As predicted, the well-publicized event
amassed a strong attendance from PC stu
dents. Before the starting time, a long line
had already formed that trailed across the
Slavin Lawn.
-Conor Ferguson '10

Winners of Annual Poetry, Fiction,
Prose Contest Announced

The Department of English held its
annual creative writing contest last week.
All entries were original pieces of creative
writing created by students. The categories
included poetry, fiction, and prose. Faculty
judges evaluated each piece entered in
campus-wide contest. First prize, second
prize, third prize, and honorable mention
were given to four submissions in each cat
egory.
In the verse poetry category, Carolyn
Rodgers ’09 won first prize for her poem
entitled “Cigarettes.” Second prize went to
Ryan Desaulniers ’09 for his untitled
poem. Lauren Gibbons was awarded third
prize for “Shoot.”
Honorable mentions were awarded to
several students: Paul Matyasovsky ’08,
for “Under Nectar Trees,” Liz Mosier
’ll for “The Chicago Ocean,” Ricardo
Arocha ’08 for “Wells of Misery,”
Robert Siravo ’09 for “Black Hole,”
Alexandra
BetGeorge
’ll
for
“Hourglass,” and Craig Malesra ’09, for
“Metallurgy.”
In the fiction category there were three
winners. Kristina Reardon ’08 won first
prize for Napolitanke. S. Lewis Kowalsky
’09 received second prize for The Ape and
Sisyphus, and Audrey LeBrun ’08 won
third prize for The Vacation.
There were also three winners in the
prose category. Kristina Reardon ’08
received first prize for Zdrava Marija.
Sylvia Williams ’09 won second prize for
7o the Lover Who Once Was, and Craig
Malesra ’09 won third prize for
Apotheosis. Honorable mentions in fiction
were also awarded to Jaime Tirrell ’08 for
The Problem with Stone Face Sanity, and
John Mango ’10 for Rejoice.
-Devin Murphy '10

Campus calendar
8:30 a.m. Display:

9:00 a.m. 4th Annual

4:30 p.m. Mass at St.

“Philately and
Holiness, Part III:
Florentine Dominican

Undergraduate
Philosophy
Conference, Moore

Dominic Chapel

Renaissance and
Reformation,” Center
for Catholic and
Dominican Studies

4:30 p.m. Clam Jam,

Slavin Lawn

p.m.

2:00 p.m. Stuartstock

Cookout, East Campus
Quad

8:00 p.m. Annual

9:00 a.m. Spring

Student Film Festival,
Moore Hall III

Student Pottery Sale,
Slavin Center, Ground
Level

12:00 p.m. Things
for Thursday:
Spike’s Hot Dog
Eating Contest,

6:00 p.m. S.T.E.P. 1

7:00 p.m. Anime Club

Meeting, Slavin
Center, Room G19

5:30 p.m. A Cappella

Meeting, Moore Hall
III

6:30 p.m. African

Family Concert, Smith
Center for the Arts,
Ryan Concert Hall

8:00 p.m. Sailing

Music Festival, Slavin
Lawn

7:30 p.m. Homerun
Derby, Intramural
Softball Field

11:00 a.m. Senior
Studio Art Thesis
Exhibitions, Reilly
Gallery (Smith Center
Arts)

April 18-24

7:00 p.m. Eucharistic
Adoration, St.
Dominic Chapel

3:30 p.m. St.
Catherine of Siena
Lecture:
“Savonarola:
Renaissance

Club Meeting,
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LOCAL NEWS FOR THE STATE OF R.I.
House Delays 24-Hour Gambling
Vote

According to The Providence Journal,
wary of the impending backlash, House
Democrats chose, at the last minute, to pull
a vote on 24-hour gambling in the state of
Rhode Island.
Lawmakers stood ready to pass a
number of amendments that would grant
more money to Lincoln and Newport
(who would host the new casinos) and
increase the amount of money that
Rhode Island spends on gambling abuse
treatment, The Providence Journal
reported.
Rev. Eugene McKenna, who staunchly
opposes the casino bill, traveled to Newport
to speak out against it. He feels that passing
the bill would be a betrayal of Rhode Island
voters who voted against the casinos.
“Rhode Island already has the highest
per capita income from gambling, more
than any other state in the union.
Enough should be enough,” said
McKenna, to The Providence Journal.
“Governor, listen to the voice of the
people and veto any expansion of gam
bling in Rhode Island.”
The bill was shelved soon after
without any official explanation from
the government.
“I think it’s an ugly bill and I don’t
think, at this point, the leadership has
the stomach for it,” said Republican
Nicholas Gorham according to The
Providence Journal.
Despite this, a matching bill is still on
the table that would allow for 24-hour
gambling at both Twin Rivers and
Newport. Acceptance of the bill is large
ly based on the vastly increased revenue
the state will receive. This year Rhode
Island is fighting projected deficits of
$151 million and $384 million next
year. The casinos would add a much
needed $14.8 million to the state
income.
“We certainly applaud the efforts of the
senators and representatives who are
working so hard to close the state’s budget
gap and in general, we are receptive to any
and all initiatives that may allow us to
maximize revenues at Twin River,” said a
Twin Rivers representative to The
Providence Journal. “But we have not
taken any formal positions on the above
mentioned legislation.”

Immigrants Protest Carcieri Ruling

Governor Carcieri’s policy office, locat
ed on the first floor of the State House, was
breached recently in protest of his ruling
on immigration, according to The
Providence Journal. While this was a pow
erful statement, many wondered why the
protestors didn’t choose to enter Carcieri’s
normal office on the second floor.
It was originally speculated that the pro
testors were merely un-informed. Political
Scene discovered that the protestors were
much more aware than previously realized.
A discarded document revealed a few
interesting insights. Part of the document
outlined the group’s maxim: “No human
being is illegal, we all have dignity.”
The document also explained that the
target of the rally had been Timothy Costa,
the governor’s policy director.
“We heard the bishop was already hav
ing a conversation with [the governor],”
said Ivette Luna, in The Providence
Journal, who is listed on the document as
the security liaison, along with Brown
University sophomore Susan Beaty.
“We knew there were other groups
that were lobbying the governor and
were also lobbying the reps and sena
tors,” said Luna, to The Providence
Journal. “So we felt like why not make
Costa the target so Mr. Costa could have
a conversation with the governor?”
The pamphlet does not reveal who
actually formed the rally but instead
lists several groups who contributed.
Press contacts included Providence City
Councilman Miguel Luna, and Michael
J.
Wojcicki
of the
Olneyville
Neighborhood Association.
The document listed a single demand of
Costa: “Will you recommend directly to
the Governor that he retract his March 27th
Executive Order?” Two boxes labeled YES
and NO were written directly beneath,
according to The Providence Journal.
Costa confronted roughly 50 of the protes
tors when they poured into his office but was
forced to exit through a second doorway when
things almost became violent. Police became
involved and informed protestors that the office
was private. The protestors, many of whom
were women and children, were asked not to
resist being escorted out of the office.
According to The Providence Journal, when
contacted by the Political Scene last week,
Costa declined to comment on the incident.

Providence Tries to Tackle Pollution

A bottle-redemption bill that has been sit
ting on the General Assembly’s table for
years has been brought to the forefront once
again, The Providence Journal reported.
Certain key changes have sparked the
returned interest in the bill.
Both
Massachusetts and Connecticut are cur
rently reviewing their bottle laws due to
the fact that consumers are simply using
more plastic bottles than ever before.
The Rhode Island Resource Recovery
Cooperation, the company that runs the
Central Landfill in Johnston, R.I., declared
that citizens from the state brought 614
million bottles to the center in 2005,
according to The Providence Journal.
Sarah Kite, recycling manager of the
cooperation, revealed that roughly only a
third of all the received bottles were actu
ally recycled to The Providence Journal.
If the pending bill is successful, con
sumers will be able to redeem a nickel for
every bottle they purchase. Redemption
centers would be located at major retail
stores as well as state-run locations.
The bill includes plastic, glass, and alu
minum bottles, both carbonated and non
carbonated, ranging in size from eight
ounces to five gallons. Both alcoholic
and non-alcoholic bottles would be
accepted.
The main sponsor of the bill, Senate
Majority Leader Teresa Paiva Weed,
hopes that this latest ruling will add
momentum to the recent focus on recy
cling.
“The bigger issue is that beverage
containers comprise 40 to 50 percent of
litter,” Paiva Weed said to The
Providence Journal. “I think this legis
lation is good because it’s part of a big
ger conversation.”
Recycling goals set a decade ago have
failed to be realized in Rhode Island,
and in two years the Central Landfill
will be filled to capacity, forcing a $70
million expansion.
“I have been in the legislature for a
long time and there is no bottle bill,”
Paiva Weed said. “I knew it would be
controversial, but I thought we should
look at it again.”
If passed, the bill would be effective
as of July 1, 2009.

Smoke Shop Trial is Over

Twelve Rhode Island citizens are
sighing with relief now that smoke shop
raid trial
brought
against
the
Naraganssett Indians who owned the
shop has come to a close according to
The Providence Journal.
On April 4, seven women and five men
turned in a verdict that placed the blame on
both the plaintiff and the defendant. Each
of the nine jurors interviewed by The
Providence Journal felt strongly that the
incident that occurred between the state
police and the federally recognized Indian
tribe should have been handled differently.
The jury, comprised of educators, a gro
cery store clerk, and a senior citizens activ
ity organizer, were not well-acquainted
with the incident prior to the case.
However, after hours of news video and
reports from 25 witnesses, the jurors
became very familiar with the details of
the smoke shop raid.
According to The Providence Journal,
after learning the details of the case, some
of the jurors were upset enough to push for
an investigation as to why none of the
troopers were faced with assault charges.
“I feel, at my age, it’s my duty to follow
this through,” said John A. Cassidy III, 61.
Governor Carcieri ordered that the
smoke shop selling tax-free cigarettes ille
gally be closed. Violence broke out when
police tried to search the shop.
Many of the jurors were deeply troubled
by the treatment of the Narragansett Indians
by police and considered it to be abuse, The
Providence Journal reported.
“It’s been on my mind a lot,” said Steven
C. Knowlton, 55, principal at Cranston High
School West, to The Providence Journal. “It
keeps creeping into my mind.”
“Everybody had to work through being
mad at the governor, at the state, at
[Narragansett Chief Sachem] Matthew
Thomas, and at some point for being
forced to decide about this angry dispute,”
said Donald A. Reese, 43, of Providence,
to The Providence Journal.
According to The Providence Journal,
after the trial’s conclusion, all the jurors
were unanimous in their agreement that it
was better left as a memory.
-Conor Ferguson '10
*all the above stories were originally
reported in The Providence Journal

Student Life Committee Intends to Make Changes
by

Sara Beth Labanara ’ll
News Staff

Student Congress’ Student Life
Committee met on Wednesday, April 9, in
Slavin 114 at 7:30 p.m. to discuss a variety
of issues, ranging from the food selection
at Raymond Cafeteria to
issues
regarding
STUDENT
CONGRESS Providence College secu
rity and weekend life.
Peter Boggeman ’08, student life chair,
and Dave Socha ’08, off-campus chair,
started-off the meeting by raising a sugges
tion concerning the cooking oil used at
Raymond Hall Cafeteria. Socha suggested
that Ray switch to biodiesel oil. After some
discussion, members agreed that using
biodiesel fuel would be more cost-efficient
and would give Ray a surplus to spend on
other things. It was suggested that the extra
money saved be used to buy organic foods,
which are more expensive.
“If we were running off our own oil we
would have more money that could go
towards organic foods,” said Rachel Miller
’ 10, food chair.
Next on the agenda was the survey for
parietals legislation that was e-mailed to
450 students per class, sent on Friday,
April 11.
“Really encourage anybody you know
to take the survey and also ask people if
they’ve gotten it,” said Boggeman.
The discussion then turned to food in
Ray once more. Boggeman talked about
the signage in Ray that directs students
toward different foods. He said the system
seems to be inadequate by the standards of
many Providence College students. The

signs are trying to alleviate confusion
about different foods and increase aware
ness about the availability of certain foods.
However, Miller and Deepa Desai ’09, oncampus chair, argued that they have seen
improvements in the signage at Ray.
“Students aren’t aware of the avail
ability maybe because they’re not
directed to the right area or maybe
because it’s scattered; it’s not in one
section,” said Boggeman.
The vegan section of Ray was brought
up by Desai. She said her concern is that
vegans are not offered a complete meal.
They are only offered side dishes.
“What I’ve noticed in the vegetarian
section is that instead of having a meal
there for the vegetarians, it’s just sides. I
feel like that’s a problem,” said Desai.
Boggeman agreed with Desai; both said
the necessity of having a vegan version of
the Classics section at the cafeteria in order
for vegans to have the opportunity to eat a
well-balanced meal is an issue that needs
to be addressed.
After the group finished discussing food
options at Ray, they moved to consider the
potential of including options other than
Ray food, such as food from local fran
chises, in meal plans.
“Maybe something we could look into
is pushing local places; either have
those options in Ray or have that in your
meal plan so you can go to local places,”
said Desai.
However, Socha brought the group
back to the practicality and likelihood of
this prospect becoming reality.
“The reason why we can’t switch over
to local foods is because Sodexho has con

tracts with outside vendors,” said Socha.
Another important topic the Student
Life Committee discussed was the Safety
First Policy, which deals with the many
problematic situations that students are
sometimes faced with on weekends.
“[The policy deals with] increasing
the sense of safety on campus, as well as
having a good connection between every
single student and the College official or
administrator that should be contacted if
a student is in danger for any reason,”
said Boggeman.
Boggeman said that the Safety First
Policy deals with strengthening relation
ships between students and security, the

Safety should be the main con
cern and infractions should
come second to your safety.
Peter Boggeman ’08

Office of Residence Life, resident assis
tants, and hall directors. By doing this,
Boggeman hopes that every assault that
occurs is reported and that there is a strong
relationship between PC security and the
Providence Police Department.
“Security needs to be aware of the actu
al numbers of what’s going on. There are
assaults that happen off campus that aren’t

reported, just like there are sexual assaults
on and off campus that are not reported,”
said Boggeman.
Socha wanted to know why the inci
dents are not reported. They concluded
that students do not want to be found guilty
of infractions such as being intoxicated or
breaking parietals. Rather than potentially
get in trouble with Judicial Affairs at PC,
students will choose to not report on-and
off-campus crimes and assaults.
“Safety should be the main concern and
infractions should come second to your
safety,” said Boggeman.
On the topic of sexual assault,
Boggeman said that it is a crime commit
ted against an individual and in this case,
breaking parietals is not the crime.
Boggeman feels that this needs to be put in
the handbook so students are aware of the
importance of reporting crimes to security.
“But also, it needs to be put in the hand
book in a way that it can’t be used against
the system,” said Boggeman.
The group concluded that issues like
these are difficult to assess and even hard
er to put into the handbook without their
purpose being misconstrued or taken
advantage of.
“It’s a touchy situation and it’s hard to
see how you would codify such a thing,”
said Boggeman.
Matt Licari ’08 then suggested that the
group look at amnesty policies of other
schools that are similar to PC. According
to Licari, this would give the Student Life
Committee a sense of how to go about
reporting assaults and ensuring safety for
all students.
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Labor:

Students Organize Panel Spreading Awareness About Sweat Free Labor

continued from front page

Worker Rights Consortium, each spoke
about his personal work with raising
awareness about sweatshop labor and their
efforts to help workers around the world
organize unions.
“We organized this panel in order to
raise awareness about sweatshop labor as a
global issue and also to promote action on
the Providence College campus,” said
Rachael Gorab ’09.
Dimbach addressed the crowd of stu
dents first. Unite Here, the labor union for
which Dimbach is employed, operates in
both the United States and Canada and has
450,000 members. The labor union was the
product of a 2004 merger of Unite, the
apparel and textiles workers’ union, and
H.E.R.E., the Hotels and Restaurants
Workers’ Union. Unite Here represents
50,000 workers employed in the apparel
and textile manufacturing industry
throughout the United States and Canada.
“We’re talking about apparel sweat
shops here today and the fight to improve
working conditions in what’s really a glob
al sweatshop industry,” said Dimbach.
Dirnbach opened his discussion of
sweatshop labor with a history of its ori
gins. He feels that understanding the his
tory of sweatshops is imperative to fight
ing against it. According to Dirnbach,
purchasing clothes in stores became pop
ular in the early 20th century. This
demand for clothes created competition
between clothing manufacturers to pro
duce clothes at the lowest price. Factories
would do anything to keep retail prices
and manufacturing costs low. Workers in
those factories endured long work days,
unsafe working conditions, and below
poverty level wages. These factories
were the first sweatshops.
One of first unions organized to
combat these persistent problems was
the International Ladies’ Garment
Union in 1900. Most union members
were immigrants.
The International Ladies’ Garment
Union held two successful strikes in 1910
in New York City. They resulted in the
Protocols of Peace.
“It set a minimum wage, reduced the
work week to 50 hours (it used to be
longer), set up an arbitration system
for disputes, and established the union
as the collective bargaining agent for
the workers.”
Dimbach then spoke to students about
the famous Triangle Shirt Ways factory
fire of 1911 in New York City. The factory
did not allow unions and had successfully
fought the International Ladies’ Garment
Union’s strikes of 1910. One hundred
forty-six workers died in the fire because
the doors were locked and there were no
fire exits or fire escapes, which had been
demanded by the union.
Working conditions in factories began to
change by the 1950s. Employers began to
work with labor apparel unions and
improve working conditions.
“These union contracts achieved the
most important labor goals for a union: to
take labor contracts out of competition,”
said Dimbach.
Apparel companies “faced joint-liability, in
which they held responsibility for the working
conditions of the factories they used.”
Apparel companies frustrated with labor
laws promoted by labor unions began to
move factories out of large apparel-producing
cities, like New York City. However, they
could not escape the labor unions’ reach.
The change from using domestic labor to
using international labor to produce clothes
posed a problem for unions. They could not
reach international workers and could not
organize them to protect themselves.
Globalization hurt apparel labor unions.
“In 1973 the United States employed
about 1.5 million apparel workers,” said
Dimbach. “Since then this number has
fallen to about 200,000, in loss of well
over one million jobs. In the 1960s less
than 5 percent of the clothing bought in
this country was from other countries;
today it’s over 90 percent. I don’t mention
this in order to argue that these jobs should
come back, but to stress that the apparel
industry is perhaps the greatest example of
the international mobility of capital and its
relentless search for low cost production.”
Workers in overseas countries, who

work in apparel sweat shops making a lot
of clothing sold in the United States, are
abused by their employers. They are
forced to work long hours, given no holi
days, paid a low wage barely capable of
living on, and are beaten and intimidated
by their employers.
“If this sounds familiar it is exactly
because it is the same situation that
American workers faced nearly 100 years
ago,” said Dimbach. “But we must realize
that some of the responsibility for this sys
tem lies with the large apparel companies
who seek out the cheapest contractors.”
Dimbach said that a well known compa
ny that seeks out such cheap contractors is
Walmart, “which is the world’s largest sell
er of apparel.” Walmart is constantly look
ing for the cheapest contractor who can
deliver shipments of clothing faster than
other companies. If a contractor cannot
deliver, Walmart will then find a different
contractor who can. This competition
forces contractors to make factory workers
work longer hours for less money in order
to keep up with demands. Other companies
such as Nike and college apparel produc
ers are guilty of making such demands on
contractors too.
“The sad truth is that it has become
almost impossible to organize apparel
workers in this country because it is so
easy to move the work elsewhere,” said
Dimbach. “One of the successes of the
Anti-Sweatshop movement in the last
decade is that we have forced a change in
discourse over how apparel and retail
operations talk about sweatshops.”
According to Dimbach, companies are
aware of the problems and injustices in
sweatshops and they have claimed to be
committed to fixing them. They have
launched publicity campaigns emphasiz
ing their “corporate social contracts.” In
those contracts workers in factories are
only subjected to fair labor conditions and
the factories themselves are monitored.
However, if workers manage to form a
union, corporations will look for business
elsewhere, primarily for cheaper factories.
“So we have a dilemma here: sweat
shops around the world will continue to
exist unless workers organize their indus
try and take power through the formation
of unions,” said Dimbach.
Free trade organizations prevent the
restriction of sweat shop labor and do not
help to organize international unions of
sweat shop factory workers.
“In a world with global trading we need
to be able to bargain globally,” said
Dimbach. “The truth is that workers can
not win this fight alone. They need the help
of students, professors, sweat shop
activists, consumers, and others.”
The United States is the largest market for
apparel made in sweat shops internationally.
“Providence College and the city of
Providence both need to get serious about
the Anti-Sweatshop movement.”
Dirnbach stressed that by working
together, everyone can help to stop
sweatshop labor.
“I’ve been working in the Anti
Sweatshop movement for 10 years,” said
Dimbach after the panel discussion. “It’s
important to talk to the students about what
they can do here at Providence College.
Students often have a lot of power that
they don’t realize. The turnout was great
especially for a small school. Clearly we
look forward to working with them more.”
After Dimbach’s presentation Liana
Foxvog talked to students about the money
spent on apparel made in sweat shops by
the United States each year, sweatshop
conditions, and possible solutions to put a
stop to sweatshop labor.
She added to Dimbach’s point that condi
tions in sweat shops have not improved since
the early 20th century, the sweat shops have
just moved to other countries so we are not as
aware about their working conditions.
According to Foxvog, a fire similar to
the Triangle Shirt Ways factory fire broke
out in KTS factory in Bangladesh in 2006.
The fire killed 300 workers, many of
whom were employed illegally as children.
They were trapped in the factory after the
fire broke out because the doors were
locked. Leslee Scott Industries employed
KTS factory to produce its clothing. Leslee
Scott Industries was bought out by Bob
Barker. The clothing that KTS factory pro
duces is purchased by the United States

government, specifically the California
state government. The clothing worn by
prisoners in a San Francisco prison was
purchased from KTS factory.
“This is where our tax dollars are going, to
buying products for prisoners’ uniforms, cor
rections officers’ uniforms, fire fighters, police
officers, and the janitors,” said Foxvog.
Foxvog said that through SweatFree
Communities research they learned that
many prisoners make their own clothes. In
Georgia and Texas prison inmates are not
paid, thus they must make their own
clothes. Some apparel retail companies
have even begun to outsource less, due to
the available labor in domestic prisons.
However, prisoners are not granted fair
labor conditions either. Those inmates who
are compensated receive between $0.30
and $1.15 per hour.
Foxvog read several quotes from work
ers who worked in a different sweatshop.
The workers said that they worked at least
150 hours of overtime per month; they
were not allowed breaks unless they had
met their production quota; they were
forced to work night shifts which did not
end until 3:00 a.m.; and during Ramadan
they were not allowed breaks to eat when
fasting had finished for the day. One
woman was even forced to give birth in the
factory because she was not allowed to go
home. Workers also said that they were
forced to lie when inspectors and monitors
came to the factory. They told monitors
that they were treated justly and were not
abused. If the workers said anything differ
ently they would have been fired.
“So it’s time to talk about the solution,”
said Foxvog. “We could go on and on
about the horrible conditions.”
Her first tip for helping to put an end to
sweatshop labor was to avoid buying clothing
that is made in sweat shops and look for
union made clothing. She also said that sweat
shop repurchasing was a solution.
“It’s kind of hard in this day and age to
find union-made products,” said Foxvog.
Local Sweatfree activist groups are also
important components to stopping sweat
shop labor. Foxvog encouraged individuals
to come together and form organizations
dedicated to stopping sweat shop labor.
From there, groups and organizations
should pressure their city and state govern
ments to “set standards” pertaining to
where they get their clothing and the con
ditions of the factories from which it
comes. Workers also need a way to organ
ize and form unions. Companies must pro
vide city and state governments with a list
of factories that they use. The Workers
Rights Consortium must be allowed to
monitor the factories.
“It’s ultimately about workers organiz
ing,” said Foxvog.
Theresa Haas followed up Foxvog’s dis
cussion with information about the
Workers Rights Consortium (WRC),
which was a major player in Foxvog’s
solution to end sweat shop labor. The
Workers Rights Consortium is an inde
pendent labor organization that monitors
factories internationally to ensure that
workers’ rights are not in violation. The
WRC also works with many colleges and
universities to help them use “sweat-free
labor for the apparel sold in bookstores.
“The bulk of our work deals, with factory
assessments and investigations, said Haas.
WRC fbtlows a specific process in while
investigating factories which produce apparel
sold by colleges and universities.
WRC first receives a complaint about
factory conditions. The organization then
determines if the complaint is in breach of
university code of conduct. If the com
plaint is deemed to be credible then WRC
investigates whether or not the university
has enough power or connections to the
factory to remedy the unjust conditions.
Workers from WRC then contact gov
ernment officials and local NGO’s to dis
cuss the problem. They then meet with fac
tory workers individually, outside of the
factory environment. The factory is then
inspected by WRC employees and they
review factory documents. Finally, WRC
makes suggestions for better working con
ditions and continues to monitor the facto
ry to ensure that the changes are imple
mented. They then publish the results of
the investigation.
According to Haas, it is important for stu
dents and universities to work together to

improve sweatshop conditions in factories
where university apparel is manufactured.
“Those are the cases that are solved
most successfully,” said Haas. “It also
sends a message about the importance of
high labor standards to both colleges
and students.”
In order for a college or university to
join WRC it must follow three steps. First
it must adopt a code of conduct, which will
outline and enforce legal guidelines of
labor practices. Next colleges and univer
sities must agree to provide WRC with a
list of apparel manufacturing sources,
which will be published on-line. Finally,
they must pay an annual affiliation fee. For
larger schools the fee is one percent of
their annual licensing revenues and for
smaller schools it is a flat rate of $1000.
WRC has come up with a program
called the Designated Suppliers Program
(DSP) to help stop sweat shop labor from
being used to produce university appar
el. DSP is trying to address and solve the
root problems of sweat shop labor.
Factories are required to have licenses
that prove that they comply with col
leges’ and universities’ codes of conduct.
They must pay a living wage, which is
generally two to three times more than
the minimum wage. Also they must
allow “freedom of association.”
Brands of apparel will also be required
to pay factories a higher price to ensure
that factories will not be trying to constant
ly cut costs, which hurts workers. DSP also
requires that colleges and universities con
solidate apparel production into a few fac
tories. Forty-one colleges and universities
have joined the WRC in its work and com
plied with DSP standards.
Sarah Adler-Milstein, then talked to PC
students about what they can specifically
do to keep PC from selling apparel made in
sweatshops.
“Often times it [sweatshop labor] feels
really far away,” said Adler-Milstein. “And
that’s the way it’s supposed to be.”
Adler-Milstein said that companies and
apparel retailers don’t want their use of
sweat shop labor to be in the forefront of
consumers’ minds. She said that if an
apparel retailer, such as Nike, took a half
of a percent of its advertising funds and
distributed it amongst workers in
Indonesia then every worker would be
raised above the poverty line.
Adler-Milstein outlined a very easy
four-step process for students to organize
and work to get apparel made in sweat
shops out of campus bookstores. She has
named her process “RIRA.”
The first step, according to AdlerMilstein, is research. Students must
research who has the power to help them
in their college administration, and they
also must learn who has the power to
fight them.
“It’s not just looking at who, but who
they are,” said Adler-Milstein.
She said that it’s a good idea to learn
what administrators are passionate
about, and then try and relate your cause
to theirs.
Her next step is to isolate. She told
students that they need to isolate one
person in the administration who can
help them, not one person who just
wants to help them.
“Identify the person who can really do it
and who is most accessible to you,” said
Adler-Milstein.
Her third step is to reframe. She said
that it’s important not to get too tangled in
complications and minute details.
“It’s important to reframe the issue so
that everyone can understand,” said AdlerMilstein. “You need to get everyone
behind you.”
Her fourth and final step is action. After
students have organized themselves, it’s time
to take action. However, she stressed that it’s
important to take the. appropriate action.
Administration will not listen to students if
the first action they take is holding a sit-in or
rally. The key is to start small whether it be
through writing a letter, starting a Facebook
group, or hosting a public event.
After the panel discussion students
were given the opportunity to ask the
panelists questions and receive feedback
on how to start their own Sweatfree
movement on campus.
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Republicans: Constitution Amendments Cause Problems
continued from front page

elections, a new constitution had been
formally approved by Student Congress,
which changed the standard definition
of a member.
The old constitution defined a member
as a registered member of the club, anyone
on their official roster. Two hundred fortyfour students are considered College
Republicans under the old constitution.
The new constitution defines voting eligi
bility differently. Only active members
have the right to vote.
According to the new constitution,
“Active members are those registered
members who fulfill the requirements of
attending 50 percent of organization
meetings, recorded by the secretary, and
participating in at least two activities
during a semester.”
Under the new policy, there would be
approximately 40 active members eligible
to vote in the election.
On the night of March 26, College
Republicans met to hold their elections.
There were two candidates for president:
Tom Daly ’10 and Michael Coffee ’10.
The election, however, did not occur.
Before the meeting started, members of the
executive board of the College Republican
Federation of Rhode Island arrived. They
attended to ensure that the election was
free, fair, and transparent. When current
President Sarah Highland ’08 observed
these members, she asked them to leave,
citing a clause in the constitution. After
this request, Ryan Bilodeau, University of
Rhode Island student and state chairman of
the College Republican Federation of
Rhode Island, refused.
“[They] got into a verbal altercation.
[Bilodeau] was told to leave. He felt she
had something to hide by kicking them
out,” said Daly.
Highland called PC security, and the visi
tors were removed. She also contacted Chris
Fortunado, assistant vice president for
Student Affairs. Because of the disturbances,
Highland decided to postpone the election
until the next meeting, two weeks after its
originally planned date, April 9, at which time
the group would have a clear definition of
what “being a member” constituted.
Over the next two weeks, several emails and phone calls transpired between
members of the current executive board
and the nominees. Accusations were made
about the validity of the election.
One e-mail sent by Benjamin Gatti
’10, candidate for co-vice president,
criticized Highland.
He wrote, “I do not understand why the
voters themselves would not be notified of
these requirements that directly affect them.”
He continued, “This e-mail discusses
the votes being counted in secret hidden
fro our eyes by Sarah and Kate Connolly,
current vice president ’08.”
Gatti attached the e-mail, which
Highland sent. The content of Highland’s
e-mail reiterated the voting process in the
constitution. The candidates have a chance
to give a two-minute speech outlining their
platform. Then members would receive a
ballot. The alterations in the previous
process require students to show their PC
IDs to receive a ballot, and Student
Congress members would be present at the
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Members of the PC College Republicans organization met to discuss this year’s
election proceedings in the Slavin Fishbowl.

meeting and assist in handing out ballots
and counting them. The old constitution
would still be used to define a voter.
“The reason we are using the old consti
tution is because the administration and
Student Congress has decided this is in our
best interest considering we have used this
constitution all year, although we had pre
viously all agreed to use the new constitu
tion,” Highland wrote. “The way the elec
tion is being run has been the result of
numerous meeting(s) and conversations to
ensure that the election is fair so that there
are no discrepancies.”
On March 26, students met in the Fishbowl
for elections. Two representatives from
Congress were present: Yara Youssef ’08,
chair of clubs and organizations, and Andy
Fechtel ’08, president of Student Congress.
Also present was Fortunado.
Highland began the meeting by address
ing the call for civility and stressing the
importance of a united front.
“It’s going to be important [to stay
together]. We are a small group, small in
state, small in school,” she said.

Next Fortunado spoke, and said he was
in attendance to ensure a fair election.
“I think in the future, it’s really my hope
that everyone will treat each other with
respect, a sense of decorum, and dare I say,
a sense of kindness,” said Fortunado.
The election process of the evening
began with Coffee’s withdrawal from
the election.
“I have never been a partisan person,”
he said. “I can’t unilaterally endorse one
party or the other.”
In his speech he also said that he was
disappointed in the “poor leadership and
decision-making my opponent [Daly]
has displayed.”
Later, upon request, he expanded on
this statement.
“The reason for my referencing that in
my speech was to acknowledge that my
fear of the leadership qualities he dis
played were a precursor to the type of
administration he would run if elected
President,” Coffee wrote in an e-mail.
“The reference to ‘decision-making’ was
made because he had contacted me ask

ing for my withdrawal twice, and the man
ner in which he spoke about our current
president was incredibly demeaning. In the
second phone call that he placed to me he
berated our current chapter president and I
confronted him about doing so.”
According to Coffee, after this phone
call Daly sent out a mass e-mail criticiz
ing what Highland had done.
“I was really upset about the e-mails
that were sent out because I felt like the
members of PCCR were succumbing to
the stereotypical dirty politics of today,”
said Nora Fazioli ’ll, Providence
College College Republicans member.
“It’s bad enough that we have to watch
the presidential candidates sling mud at
each other on TV, and since young peo
ple are the future, we should learn to be
better than that.”
The e-mail which Coffee referred to
was titled “My Platform: Ending Culture
of Corruption.”
In this e-mail Daly said that
Highland’s personal involvement with
the State Committee led to her unwill
ingness to work with the organization.
“Week after week, Sarah spread lies to
the entire chapter about the entire chap
ter about their doings,” Daly wrote.
“Contrary to what she has said, the state
level is a transparent one, a growing one
that works with all chapters.”
After Coffee’s withdrawal from the
campaign, two other members withdrew
from the election, leaving all the candi
dates running for office unopposed.
“I was really disappointed that all the
candidates ran unopposed because I felt
like it ruined the competitive nature of
politics which always leads to improve
ment among platforms,” said Fazioli. “I
had planned on voting against some
who had at one point been opposed by
at least one other candidate so 1 was
upset I didn’t get to voice my opinion
by voting.”
The meeting moved forward, still
allowing the remaining candidates to
speak to the group.
“I have a great plan for the PC College
Republicans next year. We are going to
revive interest in the club, increase
membership, increase activism both on
campus and off, campaign at both the
local and national levels, start a conser
vative newspaper, start a blog, get a Web
site (pcgop.com), and host more speak
ers,” said Daly.
“For the past two years there has been
what I have deemed a relatively strong
unification of our group, and I believe
these events will divide the club on cam
pus,” he said. “[Tonight] it appeared as
though there were two distinct parties
within the College Republicans.”
The elections displayed disunity with
in the group. Daly has a goal to work
more closely with the State Federation.
Coffee and others question the decision
making of that group. Merging the two
will be an essential goal of the group
next year.
“I hope to see them continue to spread
the conservative mission, maintain a level
of respect on the campus and continue to be
a unified group dedicated to the conserva
tive mission,” said Highland.
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Come celebrate one ofyour last weekends before summer!!
Lovetrain will take the stage at9:00pm.
Full bar with proper ID @ 8:00pm.

FRIDAY 4/19: THE BRINK LIVE!! 9PM.
Don't miss their last performance of the year! They will be playing
all your favorite songs all night long! Full bar with proper ID @ 4:30pm.

SATURDAY 4/19: JUNIOR NICUT WITH SECOND NATURE!!! 9PM.
They are back!!! This is their last performance of the school year!! Get
down here early to hear all your favorite songs!!
Full bar with proper ID @ 8:00pm.

World
Zimbabwe Elections Spark Controversy
SADC [Southern African Development
Community] has exposed his weak
nesses, but the people of Zimbabwe
have made their voices heard.”
Africa: Zimbabwe
However, government spokesman
Bright Matonga said the ruling was
legitimate because it allowed the elec
toral commission to complete a thor
ension and controversy over
ough review of results, according to
the March 29, 2008, presidential
election have reached a fever pitch inThe Associated Press.
Zimbabwe, where two opposing polit
ical parties and their leaders are in dis
agreement about the validity of the
election results.
On Monday, April 14, Zimbabwe’s
High Court ruled that it would not
force the electoral commission to
release the results of the presidential
vote, according to CNN.
Zimbabwe’s opposition party, led by
Morgan Tsvangirai, had been hoping
that the court would act to end more
than two weeks of election deadlock.
The party has accused the country’s cur
rent president, Robert Mugabe, and his
party, ZANU-PF, of purposely delaying
the release of the results so that he can
MDC Secretary-General
orchestrate a run-off and give his party’s
Tendai Biti
militants time to intimidate voters and
ensure he wins a second election.
The High Court’s ruling rejected the
petition fiTed on Friday, April 4, by the
opposition party, known as the
Zimbabwe’s state-run newspaper,
Movement ror Democratic Change
The Herald, has reported that neither
(MDC). The MDC claimed Tsvangirai Mugabe nor Tsvangirai received
the winner even without any official enough votes in the election to avoid a
results. Now it plans to appeal the rul runoff. According to Zimbabwean pol
ing in the Supreme Court, the party’s icy, a candidate must receive 50 percent
plus one vote to win without a runoff.
secretary-general Tendai Biti tola CNN.
President Mugabe has held his posi
“No one is going to steal this elec
tion,” Biti said in an official statement. tion in Zimbabwe for 28 years, and his
“Mugabe is exposing himself, the time in office has been plagued by
By Molly Vaughan ’08
World Staff

T

No one is going to
steal this election ...
The people of
Zimbabwe have
made their
voices heard.

Riot police patrol the streets of Zimbabwe’s capital city, Harare.
The results of last month’s presidential elections still have not been released.

both international and national criti
cism. He is under pressure from many
countries to release the results of the
vote, as there are concerns that he is
stalling the process in order to remain
in power. This election poses the most
serious threat to his presidency yet.
The MDC faces an uphill battle.
The only assistance it received from
neighboring countries was a weak
statement from southern African lead
ers last week calling for a timely
release of the voting results.
The leaders’ two-page report said that
the elections were free and that the cur
rent government was legitimate because
all of the results had not yet been count
ed. However, the report did not men
tion Mugabe by name and it did not
condemn the Zimbabwe Electoral
Commission’s controversial decision to
recount some votes before it released
the results.
President Mugabe, 84, is the only
head of state the former colony of
Rhodesia has had since British rule
ended in 1980. He has been re-elect

ed several times, often running unop
posed or in elections that prompted
charges of fraud and state-sponsored
terrorism against opponents. Rumors
abound that he may use similar tactics
to gamer support if there is a second
election this year—calling on the
country’s war veterans, who over
whelmingly support his presidency, to
use intimidating tactics to drum up
votes in the countryside.
Still, Tsvangirai remains optimistic.
He has already declared victory based
on vote counts posted at polling sta
tions in the country’s 210 voting con
stituencies. As of press time, he is
traveling through South Africa trying
to increase support for his cause. He
has been urging leaders to push
Mugabe—who has effectively con
ceded, yet appears to be campaigning
for a runoff by intimidating roes and
stirring up racial tensions—to resign.
It remains to be seen whether Mugabe
will finally fall from the position of
power he has so long held onto with
an iron grip.

Iraq Progress ‘Fragile,’ Reports Petraeus
ASK PC

achieved progress, but that progress is
reversible,” he noted.
He recommended a 45-day period
of
“consolidation and evaluation”
United States
after the final planned surge brigade
combat team ended in July, in which
ollowing the five-year anniversary
officials will consider when to make
of the onset of United States’ oper further recommendations.
ations in Iraq, House and Senate agen U.S. Ambassador to Iraq Ryan C.
das have been packed with critical
Crocker also addressed the Senate
evaluations of the situation and con Foreign Relations Committee on April 8,
flicting recommendations.
stating that “developments over the last
On Tuesday, April 8, and Wednesday,
seven months have strengthened [his]
April 9, General David Petraeus, com sense of a positive trend” but that
mander of operations in Iraq, briefed “immense challenges remain.”
Congress on the present state of Iraq,
Crocker acknowledged that the
saying that there nas been “significant
“euphoria” of the moment five years ago
but uneven security progress.”
when Saddam Hussein’s statue fell in
Baghdad had “evaporated long ago,” but
Petraeus argued that although the
levels of violence and civilian deaths he stressed the most important efforts are
still to come.
had significantly decreased since his
“As monumental as the events of the
last report in September and Al Qaeda
last five years have been in Iraq,
infiltrations “have been dealt serious
blows,” certain areas still face persist Iraqis, Americans, and the world ulti
ent challenges and instability.
mately will judge us far more on the
Petraeus attributed the progress thus basis of what will happen than what
far to an increase in both Coalition and has happened,” Crocker said.
With this in mind, the ambassador
Iraqi forces, stating that “Iraqi Security
Forces have continued to develop since echoed Petraeus, arguing that “these
efforts will require enhanced civil
September, and we have transferred
ian commitment and continued sup
responsibilities to Iraqi Forces as their port from Congress and tne
capabilities and the conditions on the
American people.”
ground have permitted.”
Critics of Petraeus and Crocker,
Noting this however, Petraeus was however, such as Secretary of
adamant that more work was neces Defense Robert M. Gates, argue that
“the United States is in a very differ
sary, arguing that “external actors,
like Iran, could stoke violence within ent place in Iraq today . . . and since
the full surge forces became opera
Iraq, and actions by other neighbors
could undermine the security situa tional last June we .have seen securi
ty gains.”
tion as well.”
Gates urged that these gains must be
To this end, Petraeus called for the
support of additional finding in order for taken into account, and that the period
of “consolidation and evaluation”
Iraq’s leaders to effectively strengthen
the country without facing heightened should be a brief, swift process once the
final surge force stands down in July.
security threats and resistance.
According to CNN, President Bush
Petraeus is facing criticism, howev
spoke about Gates’ hopes of a brief
er, for his argument that the current
operations need more time before a process of delegation after the 45-day
sniff to troop withdrawal can be con period by assuring Petraeus “all the
sidered. “The military surge has time he needs.”
by

If you could ask Gen. Petraeus any question,
what would it be?
"Who are you
supporting in
the election:

Barack or Hillary?"

Compiled By Diana Gingles ’08

"If you say (given the

current situation in
Iraq) that the
soldiers' work

is 'fragile and
reversible' and it

always has been, what
good is it to stay
there longer?"

F

Brett Corrigan ’09
World Staff
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Medical Miracles, Six
Operations at a Time

an organ to anybody who can accept it. compatible patient on the deceased
Rather than simply assigning the kid donor waiting list.” Implementation
ney to a single candidate, however, the of this new strategy can therefore
hospital
instead finds a patient on the reconcile the common ethical con
United States
organ “waiting list” who has a close flict in medicine between providing
friend or relative who has expressed for the neediest of patients ana
he thousands of people who are
the willingness to donate a kidney to ensuring that the distribution of
desperate for an organ transplant the patient but cannot do so due to an scarce resources is based on achiev
operation every year now have excitincompatibility. The patient therefore ing the best possible medical out
ing new hope for life. As it turns out, receives the altruistic donor’s kidney, comes. The Lancet also estimates
it’s just a matter of networking.
while the patient’s friend/relative that widespread use of DominoSuch a simple proposal witnessed donates his or her kidney to somebody Paired Donation would nearly dou
a dramatic execution at John else that is a match, who ideally also ble the number of transplants made
Hopkins Hospital in Maryland on has a close, willing donor able to possible by LNDs overall, a notion
Tuesday, April 8, where six kidney extend the process.
very meaningful for participants in
transplants were successfully con
It just so happens that with the latest the procedure who, given the
ducted simultaneously.
John Hopkins case, enough candidates extraordinarily long waiting lists
The endeavor is believed to be and donors were identified to be able to for kidney donations, might not
the first of its kind—the sheer scale extend the process to cover six separate have been able to obtain a kidney
of which required 10 hours, nine transplants, all of which were carried out otherwise. One of the recipients in
medical teams, and a total of 12 simultaneously to ensure that none of this procedure, Jeanne Heise, was
people involved in the kidney the donors would get cold feet once their just about to start dialysis treatment
swapping process: six live donors loved ones were treated. Call it the more when a kidney was made available
and six recipients.
coordinated, wholesale outlook on this way.
The pairing of these 12 individu organ donation. The medical teams
“The waiting list for a kidney is
als, however, was anything but involved mostly just call it a success.
very long and too many people die
arbitrary—it was part of a new
“All 12 are doing great; the six kid while waiting,” Heise said, accord
strategy to maximize the use of neys are working well,” Dr. Robert ing to the National Kidney
potential live kidney donors, Montgomery, director of Johns Foundation. Heise then let the fig
dubbed “Domino-Paired Donation” Hopkins’ transplant center, told 77ze ures do the talking, numbering the
by the medical journal The Lancet. Associated Press, “With Domino- current kidney waiting list in the
The only relationship binding the Paired Donation, all three of these eth U.S. to 75,000, with more than
12 together, therefore, was the rela ical tenets are satisfied. The likelihood 4,000 people having died last year
tionship of codependence.
of a good outcome is increased by while waiting. Indeed, there are few
The process generally starts, as it spreading the risk of recipient graft medical resources that are more lim
has with this story, with what The loss across more people. The neediest ited than functioning organs, but
Lancet refers to as “living non are served . . . And fairness is served perhaps with more coordination
directed” donors (LNDs), complete because the last paired donor’s kidney efforts like this one, there will be
ly altruistic donors willing to donate in the chain is allocated to the next enough donor altruism to go around.
By Christopher Mitchell ’09
World Staff
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Friar Finance
By Michael Lepri

‘10

World Staff

In Defense of Tax Relief
VER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS,

O

many have criticized President Bush's
tax cuts as only benefiting the “rich.”
In a closer analysis of the situation
it is revealed that tax cuts by their very
nature will indeed most benefit the
rich—because the richest are the ones
who pay the most.
According to the Internal Revenue
Service, the top one percent of
income earners paid 37 percent of
total income taxes in 2004, with the
top 25 percent paying 85 percent of
the federal income taxes. Tne bottom
50 percent of taxpayers pay only three
percent of the federal income tax. In
other words, tax cuts most substantial
ly benefit the rich because the rich pay
the majority of our nation’s taxes.
In 1974, Arthur Laffer created the
“Laffer Curve” in which he theorized
that “lowering the tax rate on produc
tion, work, investment and risk-taking
... will often lead to more tax revenue
collections for the government rather
than less.” Laffer further explained his
idea in saying that “when you cut the
highest tax rates on the highestincome earners, [the] government gets
more money from them, and when you
cut tax rates on the middle and lower
income earners, the government gets
less money from them.”
Thus when taxes are lowered more
money is generated by the govern
ment. Ronald Reagan, taking Laffer’s
advice when he took office in 1981,
cut the highest rate from 70 percent to
28 percent. In doing so, Reagan dou
bled the federal tax revenue from $517
billion to $1,032 billion. This high
lights what Reagan called the “trickledown effect.”
When the government lowers taxes
for the rich, more incentive is provided
for them to expand economic growth.
This in turn creates more jobs for the
middle and lower classes and thus
increases tax revenue. In addition, more
jobs for the lower classes would result
in less of a reliance on welfare, decreas
ing government spending. According to
Reagan and Laffer, lower taxes for the
rich benefit everybody.
While some portray Bush’s tax cuts
as only favoring the “super-rich,” the

rich are paying more taxes than ever.
There was an increase of more than
$ 100 billion in tax payments from the
beginning of the Bush administration
to 2005. The number of millionaires
paying taxes from 2003 to 2005
increased by over 100,000, explaining
the growth achieved during this short
Keriod of time. According to Stephen
foore in American Magazine, the
total taxes paid by these millionaire
households increased from $132 bil
lion to $236 billion in just two years.
One could argue in the traditions of
Laffer and Reagan that economic con
ditions support lowering taxes even
more to encourage investment and the
creation of new jobs.

Instead, you must allow those in the
lower 50 percent to create their own
opportunities, which can be frustrating
for government officials trying to push
policy into effect.
The tax on capital gains is increas
ingly important during economic
slumps. This tax is on the profit from
the sale of assets such as stocks,
bonds, and property. The great accom
plishment of the Bush economic plan
was the recovery after 9/11. They
reduced the tax rate on dividends from
39.6 percent to 15 percent and the tax
on capital gains from 20 percent to 15
percent. These were seen as tax cuts
for the rich but considering over 50
percent of Americans own stock, this

By Mary Kate Nevin ’09
World Editor

Local
Bottle Bill Proposed in R.I.
General Assembly
A so-called “bottle bill” is back on
the docket for the Rhode Island
General Assembly.
The bill requires customers to pay
five cents for all glass, plastic, and alu
minum containers holding either car
bonated or noncarbonated drinks. The
bottles’ costs could be redeemed at
large retail stores and state-run
redemption centers.
State Senator Teresa Paiva Weed (DNewport), the bill’s lead sponsor, says
the bill is part of a comprehensive
recycling overhaul focused on cutting
down on waste.
“The bigger issue is that beverage
containers comprise 40 to 50 percent
of litter,” she said, according to The
Providence Journal. “I think this legis
lation is good because it’s part of a
bigger conversation.”

National
Columbia Trade Pact Delayed
The U.S. House of Representatives
voted on Thursday, April 10, to indefi
nitely delay action on a free trade deal
with Colombia.
President George W. Bush sent the
free trade agreement to Congress early
last week, using a “fast-track” process
which requires a vote within 90 days.
The House instead voted to eliminate
that clause and suspend action indefi
nitely on the agreement.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (DCalif.) said it cannot be considered
“unless we address the economic inse
curity of America’s working families,”
according to The Associated Press.
President Bush continued to pres
sure Congress, however, explaining
that “it is not in our country’s interests
that we stiff an ally like Colombia and
that we do not encourage our goods
and services to be sold overseas.

International
Berlusconi Wins Italian Elections
For the third time in less than 15
years, center-right leader Silvio Berl
usconi has gained power in Italy, win
ning the position oi prime minister by a
substantial lead, as well as a clear par
liamentary majority, in general elec
tions that closed Monday, April 14.
Berlusconi’s spokesman Paolo Bonaiuti
said all Italians nad won with the results,
citing a “clear and decisive turnaround”
after the January collapse of the previous
20-month-old leftist government.
The new government is a source of
hope for many, as it promises to imple
ment much-needed economic and fis
cal reforms for Italy. International
credit-rating agency Standard and
Poor’s stated that the win provides
Berlusconi’s government with a “suffi
ciently robust mandate” to put the
Italian economy and finances on stur
dier footing through fiscal consolida
tion and supply-siae reforms.

Business

The U.S. currently operates under a
progressive tax system. As a person’sincome rises, his marginal tax rate goes
up. The system can work successfully
as long as the difference between the
lowest marginal rate and the highest
marginal rate is not separated by a sub
stantial amount.
Glen Beck of CNN believes that
“the debate should be about not how
many more dollars we can get the rich
to pay, it’s how can we get the bottom
50 percent to make more.”
He
explains that you don’t get the bottom
50 percent to make more “by taking it
from the rich and redistributing it.”

change benefited everyone. This
increased investment which in turn
increased government revenues from
taxes on capital gains and dividend.
We are currently experiencing a
decline in investment as investors
are troubled about the outlook for
the future. “The two big negatives
for investment [that] loom on the
horizon,” says economist Michael
Darda at The Wall Street Journal,
“[are] higher tax rates and higher
inflation due to easy money.” The
possibility of the elimination of the
Bush tax cuts also provides no
incentive for investment.

Delta-Northwest Merger Confirmed
The boards of Delta Air Lines and
Northwest Airlines announced a merg
er deal late Monday, April 14, that will
create the world’s biggest airline.
The $3.1 billion deal came amidst
a rising threat of increasing fuel
irices, and could potentially bring
luge cost savings for the now-comlined carriers.
A joint press release from the carri
ers stated that “the new airline, which
will be called Delta, will provide
employees with greater job security,
an equity stake in the combined air
line, and a more stable platform for
future growth in the face of signifi
cant economic pressures from rising
fuel costs and intense competition.”

World
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The election 2008 Updater
Your source for the latest news from the Democratic and Republican Parties
By Amanda Silk ’08, World Editor Emeritus

Barack Obama
Sen. Barack Obama (Ill.) came under
fire after he commented on the political
frustration felt by small town
Americans, particularly those from
Pennsylvania. On Friday, April 11,
Obama spoke to a crowd in California
and said, “You go into these small
towns in Pennsylvania and, like a lot of
small towns in the Midwest, the jobs
have been gone for 25 years and noth
ing’s replaced them . . . and it’s not sur
prising then they get bitter, they cling
to guns or religion or antipathy to peo
ple who aren’t like them or anti-immi
grant sentiment or anti-trade sentiment
as a way to explain frustrations,” as
reported by CNN.

. . They get bitter,
they cling to guns or
religion or antipathy
to people who arenT
like them or anti
immigrant sentiment
or anti-trade sentiment
as a way to explain
frustrations.
Barack Obama,
on voter frustration in Pennsylvania.

Democratic rival Sen. Hillary
Clinton (N.Y.) and Republican nomi
nee Sen. John McCain (Ariz.) both
immediately used Obama’s words to

label him as an elitist. At a speech in successfully ending the war. “One
Indianapolis, Ind., Sen. Clinton remarked candidate will continue the war and
“Sen. Obama’s remarks are elitist and out keep the troops in Iraq indefinitely.
of touch. They are not reflective of values One candidate only says he will end
and beliefs of Americans, certainly not the war. And one candidate is ready,
the Americans I know, not the Americans willing and able to end the war and to
I grew up with, not the Americans I lived rebuild our military while honoring
with in Arkansas or represent in New our soldiers and our veterans,” as
York.”
reported by CNN.
Sen. McCain’s spokesman, Tucker
Naturally, Sen. McCain and Sen.
Bounds, echoed Sen. Clinton’s remarks: Obama responded. First, Sen.
“Barack Obama’s elitism allows him Obama released a statement declar
to believe that the American traditions ing himself as “the only candidate
that have contributed to the identity who had the judgment to oppose the
and greatness of this country are actu war from the very beginning, not
just from a beginning of a campaign
ally just frustrations and bitterness.”
Since each delegate vote is vital in for president.” Further, while Sen.
the Democratic primary, and with only Clinton’s plan of action in Iraq calls
a few days until the Pennsylvania pri for a troop withdrawal within 60
mary, Obama needs to be sure not to days of her assuming the presidency,
isolate the Pennsylvanian and middle- Sen. Obama believes that 16 months
American voters. Therefore, as expect is a more realistic goal.
ed, he immediately began to clarify his
Meanwhile, Sen. McCain has said
statement and make amends, saying in “our goal—my goal—is an Iraq that
Indiana on Saturday, “I didn’t say it as no longer needs American troops, and
well as I should have . . . obviously, if I believe we can achieve that goal, per
I worded things in a way that made haps sooner than many imagine.” Alex
people offended, I deeply regret that.” Conant, spokesman of the Republican
National Committee, remarked that
Sen. Clinton’s plan “calls for retreat
Hillary Clinton
The war in Iraq is one of the most would leave Iraq to the terrorists and
important topics in the 2008 presiden lead the U.S. into a wider and more
tial race. The issue is divisive among difficult war in the future.”
presidential contenders and voters
alike. Some voters are calling for an John McCain
On Thursday, April 10, Sen. John
end to American intervention in Iraq
while others feel that American McCain was interviewed by the hosts
troops must stay in order to success of ABC’s The View in what can be
fully put an end to the violence.
seen as an attempt for him to bridge
On Wednesday, April 9, Sen. the “gender gap” he faces as he tries
Hillary Clinton (N.Y.) argued in front to build his voter base. McCain advi
of a backdrop, reading “Solutions for sor, Carly Fiorina, spoke of the gen
a Strong Military” to a crowd in der gap: “We need to acknowledge
Pennsylvania. She emphasized that that it exists, and we need to be up
she is the only candidate capable of front in saying we want to narrow that

Soundbite of the Week

gap, we are going after the woman
vote and he needs to be communicat
ing aggressively both directly and
through his surrogates with women
all over this country.”
Statistically, the Republican Party
traditionally has a difficult time
appealing to women voters. A recent
Pew survey found McCain trailing
both Sen. Clinton and Sen. Obama in
support of women voters. As a result,
the McCain campaign is broadcasting
his positions on topics that are general
ly found to be especially important to
Women voters, such as education,
health care, the environment, and stem
cell research.
Unfortunately for McCain in his
drive to appeal to women voters,
groups such as Planned Parenthood are
trying to steer women away from sup
porting him by publicly criticizing his
position on topics such as abortion.
Samantha Smoot of Planned Parent
hood recently said, “When women
voters find out that John McCain
opposes Roe v. Wade and sex educa
tion and affordable birth control, then
they stop supporting him.”
Another hot issue for McCain lately
has been the open vice president spot
on the Republican ticket. Many ana
lysts and pundits have said that
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
has been angling for the position.
Analysts believe that Ms. Rice would
add recognition and “star power” to
the campaign. Additionally, as vice
president she would balance the
Republican ticket in this historical
election, as Ms. Rice appeals to both
women and African-American voters.
However, McCain and spokespeople
from the State Department have
denied such claims.

This Week in

Pictures
Compiled By Mary Kate Nevin ’09
World Editor

World

Spotlight

“We are not the
51st state of the
United States of
America.”
-Bob Brown, leader of the Australian
Greens party, criticizing Prime Minister
Kevin Rudd ior a playful salute he gave
President Bush at a NATO summit.
REUTERS

Oddly Enough
By Diana Gingles ’08
World Staff

Pope Benedict XVI arrived at the Andrews Air Force Base in Camp Springs, Md.,
on Tuesday, April 15, marking the first papal visit to the United States since 1999.

Two Faced "Miracle"
Baby born in India

In a small village outside of Delhi,
villagers have witnessed a “miracle.”
The BBC reported that people have
been lining up to see a one-month-old
baby girl who was bom with two faces.
Many of the people think that she is
the reincarnation of- a Hindu goddess.
The girl, named Lali, was bom with
a rare condition called Craniofacial
Duplication. She has two functional
sets of eyes, noses, and mouths.
Although she possesses an extra
face, doctors believe that Lali is a sion of a temple to be built in the
healthy and normal child. She is able honor of this “miracle” child.
Vinod Singh, Lali’s father, is
to breathe and eat from both faces.
Doctors would like to perform fur amazed by the attention that Lali is
ther medical tests to understand if receiving, but he is also frustrated.
Lali’s internal organs are normal.
He believes that she is a normal
People in the surrounding villages and child and is worried that the atten
others from far distances have been trav tion over his daughter may get out
eling to see Lali. There has been discus- of hand.

Protestors in Kiev, Ukraine, burn an effigy of President George W. Bush during a
demonstration in front of the U.S. Embassy hours before his arrival on a state visit.
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The Curse of
the Red Sox
Phases Yanks
by

Michael Pettinari ’09
Commentary Staff
SPORTS

A New Meaning of Compromise
Presidential hopefuls compromise their principles in an attempt to gain votes and “unite” country
Mark Scirocco ’10
Commentary Staff

by

POLITICS
There has been much discussion in the
current presidential campaign on the idea
of compromise.
The Republicans have chosen a candi
date in Sen. John McCain (Ariz.) who, in
his over 20 years in the Senate has often
reached across the aisle to compromise
with the left, over the objections of conser
vatives in his party.
On the Democratic side, Sen. Barack
Obama (Ill.) has stated throughout his
campaign that he will end the politics of
disunity and unite Americans through talk
and cooperation.
At this point in the campaign, it is clear
that both candidates have given a new mean
ing to “compromise.”
Compromise has been a great part of our
nation’s history. Much of America’s politi
cal structure was formed through a series
of compromises made during the
Constitutional Convention. For instance,
when deciding how to break up the legisla
tive branch of government, the Founders
faced the problem of dividing the
Congress. The larger colonies wanted rep
resentation in Congress based upon a
state’s population while the smaller
colonies wanted a set amount of represen
tatives from each state. Eventually, in what
became known as the Great Compromise,
it was decided that there were to be two
houses of Congress, the Senate and the
House of Representatives.
Prior to the Civil War, in his First Inaugural
Address, Abraham Lincoln attempted to calm
the stirring South by making a compromise
with them. Lincoln told them that he did not
plan to touch slavery in the states in which it
had already existed. He made clear that as
long as slavery did not expand westward into
the newly acquired territories of the United

If you have not been paying attention
to the wide world of sports, shame on
you. That means you have not seen the
hilarious stunt that a couple of Red Sox
fans pulled on the infamous New York
Yankees. During the preliminary con
struction of the brand new, state-of-theart, new Yankee Stadium, two Boston
fans who happened to be workers on the
project cemented a Red Sox jersey into
its foundation. Laughs were shared,
some healthy banter exchanged—just
good clean fun. Then Hank Steinbrenner
opened his mouth. Again.
“I hope their co-workers beat the
[expletive] out of them. . .” This quote
brought to you by a raving lunatic.
There comes a time in everyone’s life
when you need to grow up just a little
bit. Even if your dad is the most famous
owner in sports history, it gives you no
excuse to act like a complete and utter
moron. And frankly, Yankee fans, that’s
all Hank Steinbrenner is. A crazy person
is running the front office of the New
York Yankees.
Case in point: No one cares that much
about a ratty old t-shirt buried in four
feet of cement. And if you do care that
much, that says a lot about you. Baseball
is a very superstitious sport, granted.
But the fact that a couple of idiots, and
I’m openly admitting these two guys
were idiots, cemented a shirt is not
going to win you or lose you any more
games. But Hank didn’t want to hear
that. So the shirt was exhumed, and
Steinbrenner was free to open his fat,
moronic mouth.
“But it’s the principle of the thing,”
my roommate told me. “You wouldn’t
like a Yankee- t-shirt buried in the
cement of Fenway.” No, I probably
wouldn’t. Because I generally wouldn’t
by Maryclaire Dugre ’10
care. But this is the second time that
Assistant Commentary
Steinbrenner has made completely
Editor
ridiculous comments about Boston, its
fans, and its team.
CULTURAL
Step back a couple months before the
season.
During
an
interview,
I thought my jaw had already hit the floor
Steinbrenner responded to a question
about Red Sox Nation with this articu when 1 was informed that three girls from
late, proper,
response: “Red Sox my high school class are pregnant, but it
Nation? What a bunch of [expletive] apparently had a few more inches to go—
that is. That was a creation of Red Sox which it did—when I found out about the
fans and ESPN, which is filled with Red Pregnant Man. (My chin still throbs as I
Sox fans.” Firstly, that statement doesn’t write this.)
even make sense. There are probably a
For those of you who dwell in blissful
lot of Yankee fans who work for ESPN. oblivion, allow me to elaborate: Thirty-four
I think it would be a safe bet. year old Thomas Beatie, a transgender man
Steinbrenner continued, “Go anywhere from Oregon, is six months pregnant. It’s
in America and you won’t see Red Sox kind of like the real-life version of that
hats and jackets, you’ll see Yankee hats abominable Arnold Schwarzenegger flick,
and jackets. This is Yankee country. Junior, with a couple minor discrepancies—
We’re going to put the Yankees back on that nightmare lasted only an hour and a
top and restore the universe to order.”
half, and the Terminator’s initial testosterone
Two. . .three things. This isn’t Yankee was all his own.
country, this isn’t Red Sox country, this
If I were to classify my political views,
is America. Secondly, I don’t know how vague as they are, I would by no means label
a game of baseball is going to restore myself a conservative. But this recent phe
the universe, but Steinbrenner seems to nomenon crosses the line. Donning my
be pretty sure he knows. And thirdly, the Newtonian thinking cap for a moment, I
universe, believe it or not, has been can’t deny the reality of certain natural laws
working and in order for some time now. that govern the universe. In this mixed-up
So more power to you, Steinbrenner world of uncertainties, we should cherish
brothers and your loveable, rather cud those precious things that remain consistent
dly father. You have continually made throughout time—like the fact that a man is
the great game of baseball into a drama- a man and a woman is a woman, and that
filled sideshow. “Red Sox Nation” aside, only the latter can wear maternity clothes.
In light of this, who does Thomas Beatie
Boston’s wrap sheet is not that bad. Sure,
think he is? Since when did we get to choose
our gender? I admit that whenever I am
STEINBRENNER/Page 11

States, the Civil War could be avoided and the
South could keep the slaves that they already
owned. Lincoln’s proposal was not accepted
by the South and civil war ensued.
When discussing the compromises made
by men such as Lincoln and the Founding
Fathers, however, it is important to note what
they were and were not compromising. For
instance, in the Declaration of Independence,
the Founders were not willing to compromise
the freedom of the American people in order
to please King George. Lincoln was never
willing to compromise the expansion of slav
ery or the preservation of the Union, and so
when the South rejected his offer of coopera
tion, the North prepared for the Civil War.

Compromise is necessary but only insofar
as it preserves and expands traditional
American values. Problems arise, however,
when politicians start compromising the prin
ciples of their party for the sake of winning
votes and making friends in Washington.
Whenever John McCain has reached
across the aisle to the left, it has always been
to the denigration of conservative principles.
In addition to his past record of opposing
Bush tax cuts, attempting to grant amnesty to
illegal immigrants, desiring to close down
Guantanamo Bay, and trashing free speech,
McCain has recently made it clear that he will
continue to adopt liberal principles espoused
by the Democratic Party. Throughout the
campaign, McCain has refused to attack
Obama on any of his weaknesses, including
Obama’s relationship to his former pastor
Rev. Jeremiah Wright, an anti-American

racist and hatemonger. While McCain has
promised to make the Bush tax cuts perma
nent, he recently bought into the global
warming hoax, increasing the potentiality of
his raising other taxes and intruding on the
privacy of American citizens. Finally, several
weeks ago McCain stated that the United
States should not venture into international
affairs without the approval of Europe.
While Sen. McCain fails to understand
when, as a proclaimed conservative, he
should or should not make compromises,
Barack Obama seems to lack a notion of
compromise altogether. In 2007, Obama was
rated by National Journal as the most liberal
senator in Washington. He has opposed the
Supreme Court in its decision to uphold a par
tial birth abortion ban. He voted against the
Supreme Court nominations of both Sam
Alito and John Roberts and he is in favor of
giving drivers licenses to illegal immigrants.
Though he often changes his position on Iraq,
it is clear that he supports a quick, full-scale
withdrawal from the country. Like McCain,
Obama wants to shut down Guantanamo Bay
and grant habeas corpus rights to its
detainees. With the economy as a whole,
Obama is in favor of more federal regulation
and higher taxes. In spite of this vehemently
liberal record, the media still props up Obama
as a candidate who transcends party lines.
Conservatives find themselves facing a
difficult scenario for the 2008 election. On the
one hand, their own nominee is in the habit of
abandoning party principles to “reach across
the aisle” to the left. On the other hand, the
likely Democratic candidate is blatantly divi
sive with his extremely liberal policies.
In 1977, when Ronald Reagan spoke of
what it would take to bring America together
after a divisive Carter regime, he stated that it
would take “compromise. But not a compro
mise of basic principle.” Reagan was one of
the only recent leaders who understood that
compromise is only good if it expands the
principles that have made this country great.1
Due to the poor choice of candidates, no mat
ter who is elected in November, conserva
tives are going to lose out.

Man, I Feel Like a (Pregnant) Woman
waiting in the bathroom line I can’t help but
wish I was a boy, but my fleeting desire has
never amounted to more than just that. I’m
sure Mick Jagger would like fewer wrinkles,
but as his song goes, “You Can’t Always Get
What You Want.” Beatie, in my opinion, is
the spoiled poster child for instant gratifica
tion. Dissatisfied as a woman, he underwent
testosterone treatments to become a man,
but kept his reproductive organs, just in
case. In short, he has the best of both worlds!
(If select sections of the male and female
anatomy can be considered the best.) If ever
there was a gray area regarding gender, he
has certainly found it. I am not even sure
which pronoun to attach to our androgynous
amigo—he, she, shim? If Beatie wanted to
become a man, he should have done it com
pletely, and if he wanted to have a child, he
shouldn’t have become the quasi-man that
he is. I would have had more respect for his
self-control and decisiveness.
But transsexuals are nothing new, and
ever since performers like RuPaul burst onto
the scene, society has become accustomed
to paradoxical combinations like beards and
boobs or muscles and make-up. As a host
ess, I have had the unique experience of mis
takenly telling a certain whiskered woman
that her wife was waiting at Table Three—
but that’s another story. Thomas Beatie’s
transgenderhood isn’t shocking, but the fact
that he is with child certainly warrants a
“Wait, WHAT?” The science of the whole
ordeal simply baffles me. He stopped taking
testosterone so he could carry out a pregnan
cy; so he’s a female within a man shell? I
guess we could really call him a hybrid

woMAN now. Would you call his unborn
daughter a result of asexual reproduction? I
suppose he’s not a hydrangea. I can under
stand why he and his wife wanted a child,
but I can’t understand why they chose the
most complicated, inefficient way to go
about it. It seems it would have been an eas
ier means to the same end if they had opted
to artificially inseminate his fully-female
wife instead.
More significant are the implications such
a “miracle” has regarding the unborn child
and modem technology. How will this child
refer to her ambiguous parent? The possibil
ities tickle my funny bone but simultaneous
ly pull on my heart strings—Momdad, Mr.
Mom, Maddy? Just picture this poor young
girl learning to shave her legs and her face at
the same time!
The success of this pregnancy certainly
speaks to the power of science and the temp
tation to use it to modify natural processes.
If this child is bom healthy, as predicted, I
fear it will only give license to proponents of
technology to attempt even more extreme
feats. Where do we draw the line? God for
bid humans ever get tired of the whole preg
nancy thing and we start inseminating sheep
instead! (The day a child’s first sound is
baah instead of goo or ga is the day 1 dig a
hole and never come out.) In all seriousness,
though, procreation is becoming less a mat
ter of chance and more a matter of schedul
ing and convenience. To cater to such a
warped individual as Thomas Beatie in such
a way is to degrade and dehumanize child
birth, which should be the most intrinsically
human function.
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Letters to the Editor:
From a responsible chooser s point-of-view
I just reread Mike Springer’s ’08 article
“Choose Responsibility Looks to Stir the
Debate on the Drinking Age” from the
April 3 issue of The Cowl and have two
comments to make. For the record:
Choose Responsibility (CR) does not
advocate for the strict enforcement of
underage drinking laws. (Your article
states that it does.) I am not aware that CR
has declared their point-of-view on this
aspect of the law. Personally, I believe
that underage drinking laws ought to be
enforced only in situations where real
substantive harm is happening, as in the
case of a teen who is an habitual offender
or has exhibited, over time, evidence of
alcohol addiction and needs to be com
pelled to remedy their delinquency or
receive treatment. The underage drinking
laws were intended to give police more
control and parents less control in situa
tions where alcohol has become truly
problematic. These laws were never
intended to be used as a yardstick by
which to judge kids as good or bad based
on their decision to experiment with alco
hol. These laws were never intended to
employ the police in a coordinated
national effort to “change the culture of
underage drinking.” Giving the police the
power to change cultures through force is
a scary concept for me. Alcohol in our
culture is a highly normative behavior,
starting in high school and lasting right on
through adulthood. Police over-enforce
ment—also called “Zero Tolerance”—of
moderate drinking by persons under 21

has taken a law intended to help kids and
turned it into an ideologically-driven
social policy program that has caused a
great deal of harm to kids. Zero
Tolerance—or substance intolerance—is
forcing the risks associated with exces
sive underage alcohol consumption
underground where the risks cannot be
monitored and dealt with until the problems have already occurred. Too often
today we judge alcohol as either good or
bad, and in the process we have lost our
capacity to judge at least some kinds of
alcohol consumption behaviors as being
better than others. According to the
Committee on Campus Culture, Conduct
and Civility’s “Invitation to the
Providence College Community,” PC’s
approach to underage drinking not work
ing. PC’s administration would be welladvised to move toward a substance-neu
tral stance in its delivery of student serv
ices. The school ought to offer substance
neutral rather than substance-free activi
ties on weekends with security and med
ical support in place to deal with prob
lems if they occur. The argument against
this sort of approach is that it tacitly
encourages an illegal activity. I would
contend that the school’s abstinence-only
approach tacitly encourages dangerous
drinking behaviors like bingeing and pre
gaming. Which approach is better?

—Jim Tumber
Rhode Island Chairman
Choose Responsibility
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“As you prepare to leave the safe, secluded
confines of your pupal state, remember:
The world is full of giant, angry things
that want to eat you.”

Global Warming ‘Myth’
is Not a Myth at All
Chaz Plungis ’08
Guest Commentary

by

After reading Mark Scirocco’s TO tangent
in the April 10 issue of The Cowl I felt com
pelled to respond to his grossly uninformed
statements regarding the entire global warm
ing issue. I found it
particularly
fitting
ENVIRONMENT
considering
this
week’s designation as
“Earth Week” to respond to his partisan
assault on an issue that by every measure is
non-partisan.
Scirocco’s claim that the issue of global
warming is a scam being peddled by the far
left, using big money and scare tactics is com
pletely inaccurate and simply untrue. In 1988,
under the auspice of the World
Meteorological Organization and the United
Nations Environmental Programme, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) was established. Its mission was, “to
provide decision makers and others interested
in climate change with an objective source of
information . . . from a scientific body
[where] the information it reported [would
be] based on scientific evidence and reflect
existing viewpoints within the scientific com
munity.” The reports published by the IPCC
are compiled by hundreds of scientists and
subject to extensive peer review, representing
the best knowledge in the field. While
Scirocco attacks Former Vice President Gore
for his role in promoting the issue of global
warming, I would argue that Gore has simply
used his fame and name-recognition to aug
ment the chances that the IPCC’s efforts will
be met with success.
The fourth assessment report of the IPCC
was released in November 2007. The report
found that, “warming of the climate system is
unequivocal, as is now evident from observa
tions of increases in global average air and

ocean temperatures, widespread melting of
snow and ice and rising global average sea
level.” Contrary to Scirocco’s false claim that
temperatures have not risen globally since
1998, the report points out that 11 of the last
12 years rank among the warmest years in the
instrumental record of global surface temper
ature. The IPCC noted that most of the
observed increase in global average tempera
tures since the mid-20th century is very likely
due to the observed increase in anthropogenic
Green House Gas (GHG) concentrations—a
result of human activity (very likely desig
nates a statistical significance of over 90 per
cent confidence).
According to the report, the effects of the
global warming will be far reaching, although
the full effects will not be felt until the later
half of the 21st century. Among the areas
most affected will be South Asia, Nigeria and
East Africa, China, Europe, the Middle East,
and Northern Mexico. Some of the more seri
ous consequences of warming include
increased incidence of natural disasters, the
spread of disease, and food and water short
ages—with disadvantaged nations suffering
the most. Periods of drought will cause the
desertification of vast areas of land and lead
to tremendous levels of migration as people
migrate to more fertile areas. Many will seek
refuge in already heavily urbanized areas
because of the increased availability of social
services. This will result in political conflict
and further food shortage as social service
providers struggle to cope with the situation.
The result is that areas already experiencing
social unrest will see an increased level of
political violence and instability.
However, if the United States acts now we
can at least limit the effects of global warm
ing. We must work with the European Union,
India, China, and the rest of the world to insti
tute a market-based cap-and-trade system to
ENVIRONMENT/Page 11
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Commentary

Tangents anil Tirades
Facebook hits new high stalker levels. Breaking news, kids: Facebook’s most recent fea

ture, “People You May Know,” has gone MIA. That little column on the right side of your
News Feed that was informing you of all the random people consisting of your social network
has been terminated. Personally, I could care less as I thought this new addition was rather
creepy. Just because I am “friends” with that girl in my DWC class that I see every afternoon,
does not mean that I know her “friend.” Oddly enough, I have found myself wondering why I
am not friends with the girl down the hall who I pass almost every morning on my way to the
bathroom to brush my teeth. We politely smile and brush our teeth at our individual sinks, but
for some reason, I am not “friends” with her on Facebook despite doing this for approximate
ly seven months. And no, just because my friend’s little sister, who is in eighth grade, makes
an appearance on my “People You May Know,” does not mean I will friend, her either. Not
only do the majority of these individuals happen to reside in the realm of my little Providence
College world, but there are also those people who I haven’t spoken with since we were in mid
dle school and waiting in line to use the pay phone at lunch. If I make the move to “friend”
them, don’t I look like a Facebook stalker? They probably don’t even remember me, and I’m
sure that if we were so tight back in the day, we would have already established our Facebook
friendship. In short, your ex-boyfriend and that weird kid who rode the school bus with you
are better suited to the category of “People That May Make You Feel Awkward.” So although
Facebook has eliminated this feature (for now), I wouldn’t be surprised if by next week there
is a new one in its place.—Taylor Trudon ’ll
Benedict’s visit will be beneficial. Although Pope Benedict XVI is relatively obscure in the

eyes of American Catholics, and his orthodoxy may put some Americans on edge, his visit to
the United States this week will prove fruitful and friendly for all parties involved. The Pope’s
short itinerary includes a speech at the United Nations, and hopefully his presence in the north
eastern United States will spark some new life into the Church. It is important to address the
sexual-abuse scandal in the Church, the nominally Catholic politicians in our country, and the
impotent bureaucracy that is the UN. The Holy Father’s honesty and sincere openness to dis
cussion will be a welcome change indeed.—Andrew Sparks ’09
Practicing patience through photographs. I will be the first to admit that 1 am not the most
patient person in the world. That being said, when I walked into CVS to get my pictures devel
oped two Fridays ago, I naturally chose to process them using One Hour Photo. This option
is quickest, and incidentally the cheapest. I know you’re asking yourselves, “My, Jackie, why
were you even dropping off a disposable camera at CVS? This is 2008, get a digital...” That,
my friends, is a whole different story involving a month old—now defunct—hot pink
Samsung digital camera, which I will save for another time. This story entails me dropping off
my camera, expecting to receive 36 glossy 4x6 pictures within the hour. It was about an hour
and a half later, however, when I received the phone call from the trained photo technician
informing me that the machine had broken and I would not be able to pick up my prints that
night. That’s fine, I thought. A few more hours’ wait will be well worth it when I have tangi
ble evidence of my sophomore year memories. It was the next day when I was awoken by my
cell phone ringing at 10:00 a.m. (far too early for a Saturday) when I received more bad news.
Because I wanted a picture CD (have to upload those pics onto Facebook . . .), they would
have to send out my negatives, which they don’t do on the weekends. My one hour process
ing request had become a five day escapade! When alas I called on the following Wednesday
to check on the status of my pictures, my negatives were still sitting there, not yet sent out!
Again I called yesterday, and they have not been processed! Naturally, this angers me, and if I
had the time, I’d walk to CVS, pick up my negatives, walk across the street to Walgreens, and
have my photos in one hour’s or two days’ time. They say patience is a virtue though, so I guess
I’ll give that a try.—Jackie Kramer ’10
Catching the Z’s will get you the A’s. Experts say that people in our age group should be
getting seven to eight hours of sleep every night. When you do so, you will have more energy,
and your brain will be on top of what it needs to accomplish. And yet most college students
get far less than this amount every night. Freshman year, I would stay up until 2:00 a.m. every
night and woke up at 7:30 a.m. every morning. I’m sure some of you are thinking that five and
a half hours of sleep sounds like a lot, especially if you have just pulled an all-nighter. But, that
year, I wouldn’t be able to keep my eyes open in class on a normal basis and took more naps
than I ever had in my life. It was also my worst year grade-wise. I’m no sleep expert, but I
know that sleep helps engrain information that is in your short term memory, into your long
term memory, so pulling that all-nighter before an exam is probably not the best idea. Words
of advice to you freshmen and sophomores who have their Civ finis coming up: Start study
ing a day earlier than you normally would, and use the extra time to get a good night’s sleep
before the exam and after the “Civ Scream” of course.—Shannon Obey ’08

Steinbrenner: Taking One

Innocent Joke Too Far
continued from page 9:

they might have created one of the most
annoying cult followings of “band-wag
oners,” but they did so by beating you.
And sure Yankee fans, you may cringe
every time you hear the Dropkick
Murphys played at Olde’s or Clubbie’s,
but again, it’s your team’s fault for not

beating the apparently universe-altering
team, the Boston Red Sox.
Thankfully, Steinbrenner’s words
don’t affect my opinion of Yankee fans. I
tend to like about 75 percent of you.
However, if you happen to believe him,
like I think he hopes you do, well, then
my friends, you’re just full of [expletive].

Environment: Warming is

Real, and We Need to Act
continued from page 10:

reduce carbon emissions. We need to invest
more in clean and renewable energy tech
nologies like solar, wind and geothermal and
increase our fuel economy standards. On a
personal level you can do things like buy
energy efficient light bulbs, turn off the lights
when you’re not in the room, use a Brita fil
ter instead of purchasing bottled water, drive
less, and drive a small compact or hybrid
vehicle instead of an SUV. Without the
United States’ leadership other countries like
China and India will not be willing to sign
onto any post-Kyoto emissions limiting

agreement. The issue of global warming is
not a partisan issue, rather it is an issue that
gives the two political parties a unique oppor
tunity to come together to solve one of the
largest collective problems the world has ever
seen. Instead of turning to name calling and
false accusations, Scirocco and others of his
bent should take the time to actually study the
science behind global warming before mak
ing up their mind on the basis of their ideo
logical predisposition. Once this happens we
will be able to more effectively deal with the
problem, not as progressives or conservatives
but as Americans. The time to act is now.
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Tips You Can Follow
to Save the Planet
by Ben Perry ’10
Commentary Staff

ENVIRONMENT

With Earth Day right around the cor
ner, it is time to sit back and appreciate
the wonders of the world in which we
live. Just for a moment, think about how
absolutely insane nature actually is.
About 90 percent of the plant and animal
species on the island of Madagascar are
found only on that island. Ten minutes
of one hurricane contains enough energy
to match all the nuclear stockpiles in the
world. The loudest sound any animal can
make is up to 188 decibels—the blue
whale’s call can be detected from up to
530 miles away. The common goldfish is
the only animal that can see both infra
red and ultra-violet light, but it only has
a memory of about three seconds. One
hundred million tons of sand is blown
around the world each year by various
winds. It is these kinds of things that
make the world fascinating.
Now, everyone knows that “Earth Day
is every day,” but the phrase sounds so
lame that no one really pays attention to
it anymore. Earth Day isn’t the day
where everyone makes an extra effort to
help out the planet on which we live; it’s
a whole lot more than that. The “holi
day” is meant to raise awareness of the
types of problems that the Earth has in
order to convince people to make last
ing, lifelong changes in their lifestyles
to conserve the environment for all time
because, despite optimistic politicians,
humanity is destroying the natural state
of nature, not-so-slowly and surely.
Earth Day is a day where you’re sup
posed to become aware of this and try to
change something about your life to
benefit everyone’s.
That said, I’m not going to ask you to
go out and plant a bunch of trees on
Tuesday, or to send money to a rainfor
est protection agency. That’s great, if
you want to do it, but you know what?
It’s not the best thing you can do to
make a difference. You see, there are

simple and effective lifestyle changes
that students here at Providence College
can make to benefit the environment,
and each other. When I say lifestyle, I’m
not talking about something excessively
difficult, either. You don’t have to
restrict yourself to organic foods
(although if you want to, go for it!) or
ride your bicycle on your commute from
school to your house in Massachusetts.
A lot of people think it’s important to
shut the lights off every time they leave
the room. It conserves energy, and it
extends the life of the bulb. Well, just be
careful, because this isn’t always true.
It’s better to leave your fluorescent desk
lamp on when you run to the bathroom
real quick, because it actually takes
more energy to turn it on again than it
does to maintain the light. If you’ll be
using the light again in less than an
hour, it’s better to leave it on; the high
voltage it takes to turn it on shortens the
life of the bulb and uses more energy.
Also, let’s look at one of the simplest
concepts of conservation that everyone
is familiar with but most people seem to
ignore—recycling. I live in Aquinas
Hall, and recently the hall director sent
an e-mail out to the entire dorm urging
us to take advantage of the recycling
bins for bottles and cans on each floor,
and the paper one in the foyer.
Unfortunately, all these bins have been
used for normal garbage on a regular
basis, though clearly marked otherwise.
If everyone ignores the recycling bins
and refuses to separate their trash, then
recycling is impossible for the campus.
It doesn’t take a lot of effort to have a
little place for paper recycling that you
throw in the bin every week or two. It
takes 70 percent less energy to produce
a ton of paper from recycled paper
instead of trees, which is a substantial
amount. Also, recycling paper creates a
loss of demand for the logging and pro
cessing of lumber for paper, so overall it
just makes sense to recycle.
Speaking of which, when you’re done
with this newspaper, take a little extra
time to drop it in the paper recycling
instead of the trash. Thanks.

Challenging the
Access Challenge
by

Mary Pelletier ’09
Editor-In-Chief

As far as modes of transportation go,
not many opt to wheel through life when
their legs are in perfect working condi
tion. Last week, however, 14 students
took this “Access Challenge” and saw
college life from a different perspective.
It is clear, both from last week’s article
and actually witnessing these students,
that our campus is not the most handicap-friendly place to live. Although it is
difficult to alter the landscape of, say,
Guzman Hill, our administration should
use the information gathered by these
students to alter some of the other prob
lems that have been reported.
As a university in the 21st century,
with recent and impressive renovations
and additions, it is surprising to see the
accessibility issues of some of the older,
more antiquated buildings ignored. My
own experience with the handicap
accessibility of this college has been just
as disagreeable as some of those written
about last' week, and to a surprising
degree. Move-in day of sophomore year
found my father unable to witness the
superb decorating job I did with the onethird of an Aquinas room I was given.
The reason? As a parapalegic, he had no
way to enter Aquinas Hall at all.
Looking around outside, my mother and

our two
cents

I found that the only ramp leading into
the building was designated as a fire
exit. Despite my desire to set it off and
refuse to pay the fine on account of the
absurdity of such a building lacking a
handicap entrance, we decided to just
figure it out the next time they came to
campus. Asking different members of
the Office of Residence Life did not
help, however—I received no straight
answers about a possible handicapp
entrance, and was told that this was a
“security issue.” In my opinion, it was
an unnecessary hassle. Needless to say,
my father never made it to Aquinas 309.
He has, however, experienced the
suite life that my roommates and I are
currently living. Sure, this is a relative
ly new building, and is subject to the
enforced accessibility building codes
that modern society has deemed neces
sary—and rightly so. But that does not
lessen the importance of the rest of our
campus buildings. It seems that if Suites
Hall, the Smith Center, and the new
Concannon Fitness Center are the epito
me of accessibility, the older buildings
should be offered the same “courtesy”—
or at least their inhabitants should. As
personally enriching as the Access
Challenge was for individuals, their
experiences and complaints should be
used by the administration to better the
accessibility of all campus buildings—
not just the new ones.
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The Roots Make Providence
Their Next
Movement

by

Ryan Burns ’08
A&E Staff

Each year the Board of Programmers
schedules a spring concert for PC students.
Conveniently placed before the final exam
period, the spring concert is usually a great
way for students to
Concert
get excited about
REVIEW
campus
activities,
using the music as an
escape from the hectic college life. This
year was no different, as The Roots made
their second appearance at Providence
College, using their blend of live instru
ments, hip-hop, rock, and soul to stun yet
another crowd.
The Roots last came to Providence in
the spring of 2004, when I was a senior in
high school, and at the time, the venue for

tie bit more spontaneity
to the performance, but
also made me look fool
ish as I was knew the
lyrics but was unfamiliar
with the cadence that he
was using.
Another noticeable
difference was the lack
of
Roots’
member
Leonard
“Hub”
Hubbard. Usually one
of the best performers in
the industry, Hub’s
absence left a bit of a
void, as the new bassist
Owen Biddle filled in.
Biddle who worked with
the group on their last
MARY PELETIER ‘09/The Cowl
album Game Theory.
the concert was in the Peterson Recreation New guitarist and vocalist Captain Kirk
Center rather large concert hall to say the had a great stage presence, as his high
least. This time, The Roots performed in energy served to both energize the crowd
the smaller, but still spacious, Schneider and keep the songs moving in a fluid man
Arena. It seemed that most people at PC
ner.
I enjoyed when they took it back to Do
had at least heard of The Roots before, but
they are the type of band that can make You Want More, and performed songs off
you like them after just five minutes of their first studio album. When Black
Thought began “Proceed,” the hardcore
being on stage.
The Roots started off their set with Roots fans voiced their approval. The
“Star” from their album The Tipping song is one of their best and one of my
favorites, as Black Thought begins with
Point, an upbeat selection that gave the
“Just think, what if you could just, just
crowd a taste of what they are all about.
From the get go, the students seemed to blink yourself away.” The early songs are
much more laid back and jazz influenced
enjoy the song, following MC Black’s
Thought’s, lyrical wordplay, and hanging than their current rock-n-roll experimenta
on every syllable. It always amazes me tion, and by saving these songs for the
how Black Thought never seems to take a middle of the set, they were able to estab
song off, giving his all in each and every lish a new mood for their performance.
performance. His timeless lyrics fit per
Usually artists get their old stuff out of
fectly with The the way first, especially in hip-hop where
it’s all about what’s hot right now, but The
Roots’ musical
structure, and he Roots turned that theory on its head, and
is able to stay probably provided a better show because
relevant to mod of it.
Not stopping there, they performed
em music fans.
Another thing “Mellow My Man” although the absence
that I noticed of MC Malik B was a little frustrating.
about his per Black Thought, of course, handled his
verse and spit it flawlessly.
formance
this
My favorite part of the show was their
time was how he
used his vocals tribute to long-time collaborator and
friend, the late producer J Dilla, as Black
as an instrument,
flowing a little Thought sang a variation of Slum
Village’s “Fantastic” to honor his friend,
off beat at times
in what can only who died of Lupus back in 2006. Dilla’s
be described as a musical influence will always live on and
jazz-influenced the best way for it to do so is for him to
stay relevant and live on through the
improvisation.
music. The Roots also delved into a med
This added a lit-

ley of several hip-hop classics like ODB’s
“Shimmy Shimmy YA” and Jay-Z’s “Roc
Boys” as well as current songs like “This
Is Why I’m Hot,” which was funny and
ironic to say the least. The rest of the set
was amazing, as The Roots had the audi
ence hanging on each note. Truly amazing
stuff, considering how long their set was.
The Roots will always be the pioneers
of the “hip-hop” band genre, and there
really can be no other. There is a reason
that there aren’t more hip-hop bands like
this in existence and it is largely due to the
fact that The Roots have simply set the bar
too high for other acts to follow.
Lastly, I’d like to thank BOP for bring
ing The Roots to PC a month before I
graduate and making this spring concert
the best one, well, since the last time The
Roots came here. Regardless if you like
hip-hop or not, The Roots crew has an
affinity for the live performance, as this is
how they stay relevant. They bring it
every single time, and I strongly suggest
you check out their next performance.
GRADE: A

JOHN VAGHI '10/The Cowl

Incorporating everything from WuTang to jazz-influenced tracks, The
Roots set the bar and experimented for
a willing crowd..

MARY PELETIER ‘OOThe Cowl

In Case
Y ou
Missed It...
I

A MAGICAL BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION!
The law is no longer a factor for all those lonely Harry Potter fans dreaming about a certain sor
ceress. Emma Watson, also known as Hermione Granger, turned 18 this past Tuesday.
Presumably Miss Watson is gearing up for a lucrative career in films with a tad more adult con
tent a la ex-child stars Scott Schwartz (also known as Flick in 1983's A Christmas Storyj and
Dustin Diamond (Saved by the Bell).

MORE GOOD NEWS FOR NERDS!
A couple of days ago Daily Verity announced that thanks to longtime Anime fanatic Steven
Spielberg, DreamWorks has picked up the rights to Ghost in the Shell. This popular future crime
drama straight from the far east was a huge influence on The Matrix. James Moss (Street
Kings) has been charged with the task of penning the screenplay. Cross your fingers, geeks.
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NBC
by

is back

Kelly Paskor ’ll
A&E Staff

We Will Now Return to Regular
Programming

I think anyone who reads this will know
exactly where I was on Thursday night at
nine o’clock: approximately six inches
away from the T.V. in my room, anxiously
awaiting the glorious return of Jim Halpert,
Dwight Schrute, and Michael Scott to the
silver screen. And, for the most part, I was
definitely not disappointed. We found
Michael and Jan hosting a couples-only
dinner party at their condo with Jim, Pam,
Andy and Angela. What was good:
“Serenity by Jan,” Jan’s new candle enter
prise, just enough Dwight (who is—and
this is all you need to know—“purely car
nal” with his former babysitter), and Jan’s
old assistant Hunter’s reappearance via

CD.
What
was bad: Now, let me get
this straight. I almost never have any
thing bad to say about The Office, and
even though this episode was written pre
writers’ strike—shouldn’t the glorious
comeback of The Office have taken place
in the office?

the
staff
obsessively watching the
finale of a reality show called M1LF
Island, and Pete getting trapped beneath a
vending machine when he tries to retrieve
a dangling Soy-Joy. Who doesn’t love
those?
GRADE: A-

GRADE: A

Before The Office, on Thursday night, I
delighted in the return of 30 Rock, a show
that I don’t watch regularly but, after this
episode, I wish that I did. The returning
episode follows Liz as she tries to place
the blame on another member of the TGS
staff for calling Donaguy a “Class-A
moron” in the Page Six gossip column.
However, the best parts of the episode
were the background stories: the rest of

The return of Scrubs to the last episodes
of its final season capped a strong night of
post-strike returns for NBC. Turk and J.D.
use their interns as a human space invader
game, and with Turk’s newly acquired
Spanish skills—an anniversary gift for
Carla that becomes instrumental in Turk’s
quest for “brinner” (breakfast for din
ner)—they unlock “Amigoville,” land of
the Spanish-speaking day laborers across
the street from the hospital. It was nothing

Senior Art Shows Off
by

Claire Pevoto ’10
A&E Staff

Most students at Providence College
can agree that the some of the most
looked-forward-to Civ classes are those
that focus on art. No matter how incompe
tent one is with a paintbrush or a sculptor’s
chisel, anyone can enjoy gazing in awe at
the great artistic masterpieces of history
(and the fact that these classes typically
require little to no preparatory reading
doesn’t hurt). Some students at PC have
taken their artistic experience beyond
these five or six Civ lectures a year, and
have spent the past four years working on
their own masterpieces. PC’s on-campus
art destination, the Hunt-Cavanagh
gallery, currently hosts the senior theses of
Lauren Sweeney and Colleen Driscoll.
These students were kind enough to share
their artistic journey at PC with the Cowl.
Sweeney has been artistically inclined
since she was a kid, dabbling in paint and
glitter in her family’s basement “art stu
dio.” Sculpture has been a long love of
Sweeney’s, but throughout her years at PC
she has become increasingly fond of and
adept at digital imaging. Most of
Sweeney’s inspiration comes from nature,
and she expressed wonder at “how incred
ible it is without even trying.” Her thesis

depicts the animation of light through the
windows at the RISD library. Sweeney,
with tongue-in-cheek, described it as “a
day in the life of windows.”
The senior thesis is required of all stu
dio art majors, and is done in the medium
of the artist’s concentration. Sweeney says
that it’s necessary to have some ideas
before going into the semester, and that
since then she has spent about eight to
twelve hours a week in the Mac lab of
Hunt-Cavanagh, working on her project
and engaging in peer review with two
other majors sharing the lab.
Driscoll has also been interested in art
from a young age, but became serious
about it in high school. Originally dab
bling in drawing, Driscoll now works main

to

ly in printmaking, which is the concentration
of her senior thesis. The thesis is inspired by
Driscoll’s junior year study-abroad experi
ence in Florence, Italy. “I wanted to create a
sense of antiquity,” Driscoll said. To do so,
Driscoll started out by creating several draw
ings in brush and ink, and then scanned them
onto the computer to work with in
Photoshop. When this was done, she had
thirteen different screens with which to make
screen prints. For this thesis, Driscoll printed
on top of collage backgrounds, using old
papers and family photographs to add to the
antiquated effect.
Although studio art majors choose one
concentration, they are encouraged to take
courses in other mediums. Driscoll said she
was surprised at how much she enjoyed a
ceramics course she took over the summer.
“I loved making tons of little pinch pots
and using different glazes,” she said.
Printmaking classes, however, remain her
favorite. Driscoll said that another favorite
aspect of being an art major at PC is the
beautiful location of the department,
although according to her it “could
absolutely use more space!” Sweeney also
enjoys the department site, saying that “I’d
rather spend my days in a studio than in
any other classroom!”
So is the bohemian, starving-artist

hilari
ous, but all in all,
the return episode of Scrubs,
was a good one, with just the right dose of
its regular antics.
GRADE: A-

And now for a look ahead. In the com
ing weeks, all of our favorite shows will
once again grace us with their presence.
The most notable, at least to me, is Lost,
(of course) on April 24, and as always with
Lost, I never know what to expect—but
hopefully we will finally find out what the
hell is up with Michael or discover the rea
sons behind Ben’s sabotage of Danielle,
Alex, and Karl’s trip across the island to
the barracks. We’ll have to wait until
freakin’ April 28 for Dr. House to reenter
our lives—and maybe Chase, Foreman,
and Cameron, too. Grey’s Anatomy will
also come back on April 24, but I’m skep
tical. That show piles on more soap suds
than General Hospital.

Masses
lifestyle in store for Sweeney and Driscoll?
It does not appear so. Sweeney hopes to
work in the design department of an adver
tising agency, and Driscoll plans to look
into nursing school. “1 would like to get art
programs started in whatever hospital I end
up working in,” she said.
Sweeney and Driscoll’s theses will be on
exhibition in Hunt-Cavanagh until Saturday,
April 19. Check out the accompanying table
for other upcoming senior theses exhibitions.
If you miss those much-anticipated Civ art
history lectures, stop by to enjoy what your
fellow students are contributing to the spec
trum of great visual works.

s
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America’s Bono?
A Sit Down with Global Crusader
and Musician Braddigan
continued from front page

by

Sarah Bidinger ’09
A&E Staff

Earlier this year Pinches contacted
Braddigan’s manager, James Kenly, about
bringing Braddigan to Providence
College. “I felt that we, as a campus,
would appreciate the
ARTIST
message and could do
INTERVIEW
something to help in
their fight against the
oppressive poverty of La Chureca”.
Pinches recently partnered with BOP and
with their help was able to bring
Braddigan to the 2008 Spring Concert.
“I think we could probably have a little
competition out there, we’re pretty psy
ched” said Corrigan, before opening for
the Roots.
Despite several pre-show
dilemmas, including a missing drum kit
and a shortened sound check, Braddigan
played an amazing set, drawing many of
their tunes from their albums Watchfires
(2005) and The Captive (2007). By
halfway through the second song, the pre
viously apathetic crowd was clapping
and singing along. Cell phones waved
in the air, a few crowd surfers tumbled
over the sea of bodies, and everywhere
in the arena, people were dancing along
to the lively music.
Rick Trelevan ’09, a member of BOP,
“was overall very impressed by
Braddigan. I didn’t know much about his
work during his post-Dispatch days, but
his entire group put together an excellent
set and produced a quality sound. It was
very moving hearing about his work down
in Nicaragua”.
“Braddigan played an awesome set, an
incredibly tight-knit show,” says
Pinches. “I wouldn’t change a single
thing about the concert”.
If I had traveled all day and halfway
across the world to play a show for a group
of college kids, I’m not sure how I would
react to a group of journalists busting into
my “backstage” room to ask me questions.
However, Paul, Tiago, Brad, and Rey of

Braddigan were not only nice enough to
devote time before and after their show
to be interviewed by The Cowl, but
treated us with such generosity and
attention that it felt like we were hang
ing out with old friends.
Rey offers us food, bubbles over with
heartfelt laughter, and excitedly shows his
camera (a Canon Rebel) to Mary Pelletier
and John Vaghi, our Cowl photographers.
Tiago lounges on the couch, speaking in
lyrical and accented tones. Paul is part of
everything, laughing with Rey, chatting
with Tiago, answering questions, and
looking up stats on the Devils’ game. Brad
gives individual attention to each of the
admiring fans who come to the door, mod
estly thanking everyone who has come to
sing his praises. The four willingly and
kindly answered all of our questions:
Where did you travel from to make it to
the show this evening?

Paul: Brad flew in from Nicaragua. I
played with this girl named Toby
Lightman in Atlanta last night. I’m ready
to curl up on this couch right now! But it’s
worth it, it’s all worth it.
Tiago, you flew all the way from Brazil
to play today at Providence College?

Tiago: Yeah, I’m flying back tomorrow
Paul: 20 hours on a plane!
You guys are from all over the world,
how did you end up playing together in
Braddigan?

Tiago: Brad and Rey have been playing

together since Watchfires. In March 2006,
I was living in Hawaii; Brad knew some
people there, and came to visit. We just
met randomly. We played one gig and
then couldn’t stop.
Paul: The first time I played with Brad
was last summer with Dispatch. I came up
for like 5 songs. Brad called me on the
Fourth of July and was like, “Hey, you
wanna come play with us?” I was like “Oh
let me check my schedule. I have to wash
the car, walk the
dog,
sorry....Of
course.”

Paul and Rey, you
live in New York
City. Tiago, you
live in Brazil. Do
you ever get a
chance to practice
together?
Paul: Sound check

is practice.
Brad
will be like “Guys,
I’m working on this
new thing,” and then
we’ll play it.
Does Brad write all
your music?
Tiago: Most of the
time, we’ll be play
ing live, Brad will
sing a line or two,
and it becomes a
song. That’s how
most of the songs on
The Captive were
written.

Brad, what’s your
philosophy on per
forming?
MARY PELETIER '09/The Cowl
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Above: Brad Corrigan looks out at the vast PC audience. Below: The band hangs
around backstage

Brad: I used to be such a perfectionist, I
tried to control everything and over
rehearse everything. It really robbed me
of the joy of anything that I did. Now, to
a fault, the pendulum has swung. I don’t
really want to prepare, because I feel like
I’m going to get in the way.
What kind of a message are you trying
to share with the world?

Brad: You can probably say we’re the
wealthiest country on Earth, in terms of
freedom and medicine and technology and
education. There’s never been a time like
this. Ever. We’re at the pinnacle. And we
also have more clinical depression than
any other country. So where’s this “money
is happiness” go? Is that really all the
world has to offer, if you find enough
cash, you’re gonna start smiling? There’ll
never be enough.

You don't know me.
I’m not Madison
Square Garden Brad.
I’m not Dispatch Brad.
Two days ago, I was sitting with an
ambassador in Nicaragua. He’s gonna be
forced into retirement at 65.
He’s
divorced, his kids have grown up, he lives
in a country where his closest friend is his
driver. And he said to me “I think it’s
gonna be really lonely”.
The world needs to meet someone that’s
on a magazine cover. Their lives and their
stories are told so widely that something
happens, and most of them are so sad.
I’ve met enough of my heroes already. I
don’t need to meet one more. I need to
start praying for my heroes.

I try to explain to high school kids the
trash dump that they’re living in when
they’re trying to impress their friends.
That was my high school and college
experience. I tell them: “You guys, you
don’t know me. I’m not Madison Square
Garden Brad, I’m not Dispatch Brad.
Here’s what I was, here’s the trash dump
that I’ve chosen. And now, strangely
enough, I walk with people that live in a
trash dump.”

How did you originally come up with
the idea for Love Light and Melody?

Brad: It wasn’t my idea. It was just an

interesting walk. I did a concert to raise
money for an orphanage in Managua,
looked on a map to see where it was. I
went down to Nicaragua a couple months
later and played at a youth rally for kids
through another organization. I found that
orphanage, and was changing my plane
ticket. I stayed a couple days, just hung
out with the kids, and was so rested, being
run over by kids, as opposed to being
exhausted. I was like, “I don’t speak
Spanish, they don’t know I’m a musician,
the best thing I did today was blow bub
bles for them, tickle them, and run
around”.
I really had bought the lie: that it’s about
selling CD’s and tickets. So I went to the
orphanage over and over and over again.
On one of those trips, I ended up in the
trash dump, taking a tour, and I was so
shocked, and so confused, and
so... inspired and angry. I did that a num
ber of times...I journal a lot, and I was
like “man, this sucks, what could I ever
bring? It doesn’t matter that I’m com
ing
here... I
think
it
does... love... light... melody...”
A couple months later, the story was being
told, and people were looking at my pic
tures and wanting to know, could they do
something? The story was taking on a life
of its own, and I was like “What’s the
name for it?” I was just kinda getting
quiet one day, and asking God for the
name, and...Love Light and Melody. We
can all bring love, we can all bring light,
just by smiling, and we all have something
creative to bring. That was the melody
bit.

Braddigan is a band of the rarest sort:
friendly enough to make their fans feel
like family, talented enough to play an
absolutely fantastic show, and active
enough to genuinely help save the world.
If you missed last Friday’s show,
Braddigan is returning to New England
this Saturday to play a 6:30 concert at the
Roxy in Boston in support' of Grassroot
Soccer, an organization that teaches
African children about AIDS through soc
cer. For more information on Braddigan,
tour information, links to various charita
ble organizations (including Life, Love,
and Melody), and videos to raise aware
ness for causes around the globe, visit
www. braddigan. com.
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with James McGehee ’08
A&E Editor Emeritus

Taste of the Town
Three Breakfast Spots on
Wickenden
Is breakfast the best meal of the day? I
once thought so, before all the romance
drained out of this delightless task—shov
eling in a bowl of honey and oats cereal
with skim milk five minutes before class.
Ray Cafe’s weekend waffles with whipped
cream and strawberry topping, once a taste
bud-tingling treat, have now lost their for
mer appeal. You probably also will not find
me at the brunch after Commencement
Week’s formal night, mostly because con
tinental breakfasts suck. In case I have not
made it clear, I skip breakfast frequently
now, a thought unfathomable a few years
ago.
Perhaps you are in the same sinking boat
full of soggy cereal. And perhaps you
agree that few things in life touch a good
and hearty breakfast, one accompanied by
coffee and conversation, the Sunday Times
and the mixing scents of freshly-fried
bacon and still-to-be deodorized armpits.
Therefore, three mornings this past month
I traveled to Wickenden Street to fill my
stomach and revitalize my spirit. And
breakfast made a comeback.

spinach, salsa, smoked salmon. Brickway
is big on eggs. Omelets range in price from
$6.50 to $6.95.
The second section of the menu, devot
ed to breakfast specials, features Brickway
Benedict ($7.95), Brickway’s version of
Eggs Benedict, poached eggs on an
English muffin layered with smoked
salmon and hollandaise sauce. My grand
mother, mother, and sister all enjoy Eggs
Benedict, so I’ve avoided it. Try it and tell
me how it is. Another breakfast special is
Steak n’ Eggs ($9.95) for those who can
stomach seven ounces of sirloin early in
the morning.
The bottom half of the breakfast menu
contains the pancakes, French toast, and
their chocolate, strawberry, and banana
additions. I ordered the lemon blueberry
French toast ($6.95), a sweet accompani
ment to an omelet.
As a New Englander, I cannot stand fake
maple syrup. Therefore, I appreciate that
Brickway offers real maple syrup for
$1.95. Its menu has plenty of other inter
esting breakfast dishes not enumerated and
detailed here.
Amy’s Place

214 Wickenden Street
Providence, R.I. 02903
(401)274-9966

Brickway

234 Wickenden Street
Providence, R.I. 02903
(401) 751-2477
The destination of my first breakfast
outing, Brickway is home to an extensive
palette of colors, Cubist artwork, and a
busy breakfast crowd. Brickway offers
coast-to-coast omelets. The Narragansett
packs grilled chicken, avocado, and crum
bly bleu cheese, while the Kalifomia
prefers cheese from the goat. Feeling cre
ative I ordered the Frankenstein, which is
the “create your own” omelet. Who cares
what I ordered; these are some of the
options: tomato, basil, black beans,

Amy’s Place reminds me of the
Creperie, because they both have menus
written out on overhead chalkboards and
they both serve fresh fruit smoothies.
Amy’s Place, however, does not specialize
in crepes, or even make them. The menu
being much smaller than Brickway’s, it
took me a second to choose Amy’s French
toast ($6.50), and await another chance to
compare these two restaurants. I prefer
Amy’s French toast, but probably for the
wrong reasons; Amy’s was sweeter and
more buttery. I split a large smoothie
($5.50) with my sister, but we could have
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Breakfast on campus just isn’t the same. Get out of Aquinas and into a nook on
Wickenden Street.

used individual drinks. The option of a
smoothie named Vegan Heaven may imply
that Amy’s Place is friendly to vegans, but
read the breakfast specials, and reconsider.
(Sorry vegans, there’s no place for you in
the world of eating.) Amy’s Place’s atmos
phere is quaint. All the furniture is mis
matched, as if bought from various garage
sales around Providence. The paintings too
seem local, as one depicts WaterFire. It’s
quieter and the semi-rushed restaurant feel
of Brickway is noticeably missing, making
Amy’s Place a good study spot. The sign
on the girl’s bathroom shows the typical
bathroom-sign figures indicating male and
female, but the female is pushing the guy’s
head off.
Cafe Zog

239 Wickenden Street
Providence, R.I. 02903
(401)421-2213
Cafe Zog has a distinct smell. So did
Amy’s Place actually. I think this smell

permeates the air because these two places
cook the food in the same space as the din
ing area, not in a separate kitchen area. The
smell requires that you wash your clothes
afterward, or else you will smell like a fine
blend of onion, bacon, peppers, and butter.
Zog cooks up two great specials, both I
suggest you try. The first is its pancake
special ($6.89), which is walnuts, bananas,
apple syrup, and cinnamon fused into a
stack of pancakes. The symbol for the
chemical reaction looks like this: Walnuts2
+ Bananas3 + Apple Syrup (aq) +
Cinnamon = One damn good pancake. The
omelet special allows you to pick from a
long list of optional additives—spinach,
carrots, American, provolone, feta, Ched
dar, mushroom, peppers, etc. However
many additives you want in there, the
omelet special is $7.95. A side note: Zog
does not give free refills on coffee. Of
these three places, I recommend Cafe Zog
as the best study spot. Don’t worry—its
aroma is not detestable at all. You just need
to throw your clothes in the laundry.

The Good Doctor Quaid
You Don’t Have to Be a Rocket Scientist
by

Neil Andrew Francisco ’10
A&E Staff

What makes a good movie these days? It
used to be that if a movie had Jimmy
Stewart, Humphrey Bogart, Eva Marie
Saint, or Grace Kelly in it, it was an instant
hit. You don’t see it
that often these days
Lions for Lambs had
three great actors in
Robert Redford, Meryl Streep, and Tom
Cruise, but it failed to be a good movie. It
might be the fact that the screenplay was
so boring, nobody wanted to listen to an
hour and a half of people talking about
ideas. People want something different.
They want to relate to the characters, they
want to feel like they have something in
common with them. Smart People is a
movie that gives the people exactly what
they want.
Smart People stars Dennis Quaid as
Lawrence Wetherhold, an arrogant English
professor at Carnegie Mellon University.
Having an existential crisis since his wife
died, he takes it out on his students. He’s
an academic elitist. Dr. Wetherhold is a
brilliant man, but he doesn’t care about his
students. He judges his them according to
the idea that nobody wants to learn for the
sake of learning, but simply for the sake of
getting a good grade.
Dr. Wetherhold has two children,
Vanessa, played by the extremely talented
Ellen Page, and James, played by Ashton
Holmes. The dynamic that these two tal-

MIRAMAX

The beard and the books say it all: Dennis Quiad tries to stifle his snobbery
around Sarah Jessica Parker in this family rom-com.

ented sub-25-year-olds add to the movie is
really what makes it shine. They are both
angry at their father, because their father
has never really appreciated them. As a
result of it, James takes his anger out by
writing, and Vanessa simply embraces it
and looks to her father for a role model.
The movie begins as Dr. Wetherhold
tries to break into an impound lot to get his
car. He suffers a seizure and is sent to the
hospital. There, Dr. Janet Hartigan admits
him, who is later revealed to be one of his

former students and had sort of a “crush”
on him. Due to the incident, Dr.
Wetherhold cannot drive for six months,
and must enlist the help of someone else.
In comes Chuck Wetherhold, played by
Thomas Hayden Church. The rest of the
movie shows how nobody can deal with
such a dysfunctional family. It’s a story
about romance, family, and life...you
know, the typical things people talk about.
Dennis Quaid is, by far, one of the most
underrated actors of the past thirty years.

In this movie, he takes on the role of a cyn
ical misanthrope as Dr. Wetherhold. His
pompous nature is seen best when he goes
on a date with Dr. Hartigan, and interrupts
her as she begins to order dessert. He also
doesn’t remember his students’ names,
probably because he didn’t know them in
the first place. Man, he was such an arro
gant windbag, but played the part with per
fection.
Ellen Page has really established herself
as one of today’s best actresses. She defi
nitely deserved an Oscar for her role in
Juno, but I’m not part of the academy. This
time, she’s a member of Young
Republicans and the National Honors
Society. She’s brilliant, I mean, she got
into Stanford. The problem is that she’s
socially awkward. She’s too smart and
pompous to make many friends or really
talk to people.
Thomas Hayden Church should not be
overlooked. He plays the adopted brother
who imparts all of the wisdom. This role
has certainly made amends with me after
his atrocious role as Flint Marko in
Spiderman 3. This is, by far, his best work
of this decade.
Smart People isn’t your typical comedy.
What it is, though, is a realistic depiction
of what the world is really like. Not every
thing is peachy with the family.
Sometimes, parents neglect their children.
Sometimes life sucks. It’s reality.
GRADE: B+
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For the Consideration of American Airlines: Pterodactyls
by

Lindsay Wengloski ’10
Portfolio Staff

Unless your television is permanently
fixed on NESN (and, to be fair, if I actual
ly had a TV in my room, mine might suf
fer from that specific technical difficulty),
I’m sure you’ve caught at least
ESSAY a glimpse of what’s been
going on with dear of A.A.
(And by A.A., I don’t mean
Lindsay Lohan’s on-again, off-again
‘Okay-This-ls-Me-Pretending-To-Be-AResponsible-Adult-By-Fixing-My-Life
Activity of the Month.’) I’m talking about
American Airlines.
Now I am a Southwest Airlines fan all
the way. All the way! But I couldn’t help
feeling a twinge of pity when American
Airlines’ bazillion and one flights got can
celled this past week.
Just think about all those poor travelers,
stranded all over the country, glum and
with that gross travel/static hair you some
times get after wandering through security.
Stuck in a purgatory of repetitive airport
surveillance phrases, overpriced Dunkin
Donuts, and screaming toddlers, confined
to their one (count ‘em, 1!) piece of carryon luggage (and one personal item, if nec
essary). . . It all makes you halfway ques
tion the efficacy of capitalism.
In Soviet Russia, planes fly you!
Okay, I’m sorry for that, but really I had
to indulge myself there. But digression
aside. I have a solution for all those
cranky weekend warriors, dozing grand
parents, and haggard Boy Scout Troops
frozen midway between Suburbia and
some conference or whatever in the
Middle of Stinkin’ Nowhere. And my
solution is just one word: Pterodactyls.

Now I know what you’re thinking.
Jurassic Park?!?! How could that POSSI
BLYfix our airline problems? Well, stew
on this. If, perchance, a fleet of really
mean and angry dinosaurs were threaten
ing any city in the USA, don’t you think it
would be in everyone’s best interest to get
up into the air as fast as possible? Yes, yes
it would.
But how, Lindsay? One whole airline is
dropping flights faster than you can say,
“Hey! What about my complimentary
peanuts?!?” Here’s how: Use ptero
dactyls to replace the grounded planes.
Sure, it might take a little longer, and yeah,

there’s no cabin pressurization or an
onboard bathroom, but how cool would
that be? Think of the benefits of flying
Jurassic. If you want to impress that spe
cial someone, ditch the magic carpet. It’s
all about flying reptiles.
You don’t have to worry about that jerk
in front of you who always reclines his
seat—all the way back. And you don’t
have to worry about the person who steals
your armrest or falls asleep and drools on
your shoulder. That annoying travel mag
azine that commandeers the seat-flap in
front of you in a semi-evangelical attempt
to con you into spending exorbitant
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amounts of money for pointless items like
solar-powered potato peelers? Nope!
None of that! You’ve got your own per
sonal pseudo-dinosaur (pterodactyls aren’t
technically considered dinos—go figure!).
And I think we all can agree, the
President’s approval ratings would proba
bly eke above five percent if he strutted off
the new Air Force One—a winged beast
bringing democracy to the entire world,
whether it wants it or not! Fantastic! To
make things even sweeter, what better
security could you provide the Leader of
the Free World than prehistoric monsters?
Forget spazzed-out air traffic controllers
who smoke upwards of a cigarette factory
a day. Pterodactyls are the ultimate in
autopilot technology. Granted, this might
stem from the fact that they are, in fact,
sentient beings in their own right, but my
point still stands. No collisions. No delays
for de-icing. No stops for refueling or
mandatory time-limits on circling above
an airport.
Plus, if those pesky FAA folks give
Jurassic Park Air any trouble, they can
conveniently disappear . . . courtesy of TRex Baggage Claim / Customer Service. I
think it’s a very efficient way to do busi
ness.
I know what you’re thinking, but yes,
humans controlling large reptiles for enter
tainment or economics is a sound, timetested solution—to any problem, really.
Just think of the potential Godzilla would
have in hunting terrorists or spearheading
urban renewal projects! What could possi
bly go wrong with carnivorous, predatory
creatures like pterodactyls flying your
grandma or pet poodle here and there?
Nothing more serious than what we’ve
got currently, I reckon.

Students studying abroad in Europe
will check in with us periodically
stories from Students Abroad throughout the semester, narrating life
from the other siae ofthe Atlantic...

Over There...

Reflections on a semester in Spain
by Jaime Croteau ’09
Contributing Writer

It has been an incredible and eye-open
ing experience to study abroad in Spain
and live in a foreign country with a com
pletely different culture and way of life.
The Spanish people are social
ESSAY and relaxed; a result of their
lifestyle which includes lots of
free time to spend with family
and friends.
At least once a day, everyone meets up
with their friends in the many cafes of the
city to enjoy a coffee with a pincho or a
glass of wine and a tapa. The whole fami
ly returns from school or work for the mid
day meal of comida, which usually

Studying abroad is about
opening yourself up to new
experiences and seeking out
adventures.
includes a long conversation afterwards
about anything from the weather to poli
tics. Soon after, the streets will crowd with
people going for a walk, orpaseo, to enjoy
the fresh air and window shop. On a nice
day, you can find groups of people playing

soccer down by the river or congregating
in the Plaza Mayor to take in the sun.
My daily life has included all these
things in my stay here and I have had many
other adventures in my travels around
Europe. Trying to integrate myself into the
Spanish lifestyle has resulted in a familiar
ity with the city of Salamanca that perhaps
surpasses that of Providence, a city I’ve
lived in for three years. This has made me
realize that although it is more encouraged
to take in cultural activities and integrate
yourself while studying abroad, it is some
thing that can be done in any city or town
you call home.
Studying abroad is about opening your
self up to new experiences and seeking out
adventures. And even though you might
not find what you were expecting, if you
were even expecting anything at all, what
you do end up finding will many times turn
out to be better than anything you imag
ined. So maybe the next time you’re sitting
at home with nothing to do call up one of
your friends and meet up for a coffee or go
for a stroll around your neighborhood.
My time in Spain has taught me that you
can live your life to the fullest every day,
just by enjoying time with your friends and
family, exploring the city you live in,
meeting new friends in a cafe you might
frequent, or going to a park instead of sit

ting at home in front of the computer or
TV. You will encounter adventures as long
as you first seek them out and you will

have the best experiences of your life as
long as you keep an open mind and a pos
itive attitude as to what you may find.
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Some Insights for Ronnie
by

Sick of being a coffeeshop scribbler?

Nicole Amaral ’10
Portfolio Staff

Elena sat down at her desk and ripped out a piece of notebook paper. Normally, she took the time to carefully tear off
the perforated side, but today there were some important things to be said. She began a letter:

Come pick up an application in Slavin G05
and let Portfolio be your big break!

Dear Universe,
I guess I’ll start this off by saying that trying to make sense of anything is, well, pretty senseless. Somewhere between bang
ing my head against the wall and releasing all my pent up insanity by bouncing around to Billy Idol’s “Dancing With Myself,”
I have to realize that I’m only human, and so is everybody else.
It was sometime around two o’clock on a Wednesday when I hopped into my sweet Chevy Nova to buy a shirt. I guess I
j like to fill the holes in my life with clothes, and that only creates more holes in my wallet, but those holes hurt less. 1 started
j the car and the gas gauge was on ‘E,’ but I’d made it pretty far on ‘E,’ before. My car and I had a little deal: 1 wouldn’t sell it
: for scrap parts if it would just carry me through those not-so-inffequent times when I didn’t have gas. It had held up its end
of the deal pretty well, but today apparently not being scrapped wasn’t even worth my abuse. My car began to sputter like a
sick animal. I only just made it to a gas station.
1 guess it makes perfect sense that I forgot my wallet on the kitchen table. I guess I ought to be thankful that I could scrounge
up $1.90 off the floor of my car for just enough gas to carry me a few miles back home. I went inside to pay the man. His
name was Ronnie. 1 handed him my change. He looked at me oddly, but said nothing. I wanted him to ask me what on earth
I was doing, buying less than a full tank of gas. Please, please Ronnie, let me explain myself. I just forgot my wallet. But I
knew he had probably already dismissed me as just another weirdo. But I’m not a weirdo. Really, just ask me and I’ll tell you.
These situations just seem to find me! There was that time I had to make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich with chopsticks
because I couldn’t find a knife. Or that time that I spent my last bit of change on a healthy granola bar that tasted like mud...
There are some things I could tell you about me, Ronnie. I don’t like to fold laundry. I never do it. My clothes are going to
sit there and get wrinkled. I’m going to put on a shirt tomorrow and hope my body heat will gradually un-wrinkle it over the
course of the day. I hate rainy Monday mornings, not so much because it adds insult to injury, but more so because it’s such
a cliche. I hate doors that creak. It’s creepy, and annoying. Every time I hear a door that creaks, I want to give that door a piece
of my mind. Sometimes I do. I guess I’m okay with the fact that I can only stand up for myself to inanimate objects.
Well, anyway, have a nice day.
I sat in my driveway for a long time after finally getting home, drumming my fingers on the dusty dashboard. I guess I’m
okay with the fact that I’m a little crazy. I guess I start off all my sentences with “I guess” because that’s all I ever do—make
guesses. I’m not very sure of myself. Sometimes I wish I could write Spanish so that I could surround my sentences with two
question marks, one at the beginning and one at the end. ?That would better emphasize my confusion with life, don’t you think?
I guess this all seems pretty pointless, but I do have a point somewhere in here. I guess I just want to say that I know life
can get pretty ridiculous, and sometimes you’ve just gotta make do with what you’ve got, even if it’s just change on the floor
of your car. And I don’t mind a little improvisation because it keeps things interesting. I guess I really like my life, for who
else is there to live it but me? Thanks for listening. You’re a real pal.
Love, Me

Tiffany and Earl

Making PC an emotionally stable emotionally stall
place, one fetter at a time
Dear Susie Q.,
Terrible pen name
by the way. Moving
on . . . you better get
your man on a leash.
If I had let Zack run
around with every
older woman who
wanted him I would
have been compet
ing
with
every
female teacher and waitress at The Max,
and Mr. Belding too actually.
In all seriousness though, you need to be
honest about how you feel since he gave
you the opportunity to speak up. I hate to
speak for all the dudes out there, but gen
erally speaking, they hate that “I’m not
mad” tone girls give them in lieu of actual
ly saying that they are angry. And it never
actually convinces them you’re not mad.
Have you asked your boyfriend why he
desires to go with this girl? And, if they are
simply platonic friends, which I suspect is
not actually the case, why go to an event
that borders on intimacy? It’s basically a
week long event that asks couples to
immerse themselves in alcohol, hotel
rooms, break dancing circles, and sin.
And what is with this chick? Bold move
on her part. If I were you, I wouldn’t con
front her directly because it sounds good in
theory but could end horribly—you look
ing like a crazy, jealous lover reminiscent
of every girl on Flavor of Love.
Instead, go through the boy. That is basi
cally what she did to you, and since he is
actually your boy, I would follow suit and
tell him you don’t think it is appropriate
that she invite him, and even more inap
propriate that he accept the invitation.
P.S. You are both sophomores and have
no business being at a commencement
event celebrating . . . commencement.

This week..
What to do when a senior is afteryour man

Dear Tiffany and Earl:
As my graduation rapidly approaches there are obviously a lot of life
changes that I have to face. I was prepared for finding a job, I was
prepared for finding new friends, but I don’t think that I ever could
have been prepared for finding my parents!!! My “parents” have
recently informed me that I was adopted. I was shocked. Why would
someone tell their child that they were adopted a month before their
graduation?
Regardless, I am thinking about inviting my biological parents to the
Commencement Ceremony. I am not sure if this is something that
they would want to come to, or if this is something that my “parents”
would be upset about. Please advise.

—Susie Q. Senior

Write to Tiffany and Earl!
AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo. com

Dear Susie Q.,
Terrible
pen
name, Tiffany? Is
that the only thing
you read?
Here this girl is
pouring her heart out
about the confusion
she is dealing with
and all you can do is
mock her, and talk
about the same frivilous girl-drama crap
like you always do.
Did you even read the question? You
reduce Susie’s problems about identity to
place her issue on the same plane as Thing
2’s obsession with Flavor Flav’s clock.
You sicken me. While I generally disre
gard our writer’s questions on purpose and
answer how I see fit, you obviously never
take a vested interest in our readers’ emo
tional states. Lucky for you, the majority
of our readers write in about being fat, and
not liked by boys, therefore your respons
es are pertinent and timely. Your life is a
lie.
Susie, for the first time in my life I want
to get real for you. Invite your parents.
Graduation is a big part of who you are
and a stepping stone to the next chapter of
your life. If you feel as though your bio
logical parents will contribute to your
growth as a woman, then they should be
there. Do not worry about the emotions of
your adoptive parents. They must care a lot
about you and as such would want you to
be happy. They probably wouldn’t have
told you unless they feel you are ready for
that next phase of life.
Embrace who you are and be proud.
This is an important time in your life and
you need those who will be there in the
future to support you. People unlike
Tiffany. Her soul is the darkest shade of
taint.
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The Problem With Holding the Door Open
Katie Caliva ’10
Portfolio Editor

for doing it. The thing with him though,
was that once you got to know him, after
you had resigned yourself to not assume
anything about him, it turned out that he
was exactly like you thought he would be.
And the irony that he, a proud noncon
formist, conformed to a stereotype was not
lost on you, even as you marveled that
somehow nine out of your ten judgments
about him were right.
When 1 first encountered him, on that
aforementioned rainy day, I made the fol
lowing judgments:
1. He is a liberal extremist
2. Catcher in the Rye is his favorite book
3. He doesn’t believe in God
4. He worships Richard Dawkins
5. He is a musical elitist
6. He hates me
7. He is probably judging me too
I never quite made it all the way to ten
judgments, but six out of my seven were
definitely correct.
I had the opportunity to revel in my
exactness one day when he once again
failed to hold the door for me.
When I did enter the building, after fish
ing for my keys and negotiating the lock, I
found him waiting for me just inside the
vestibule. He asked me to go grab a cup of
coffee with him, in the same brusque tone
that he had once expressed surprise that I
didn’t have awful taste in music.
The date was interesting. It was bound
to be when you put a Reagan conservative
and a Marxist across a table from each
other in a tea house. As we talked about
life, the universe, and everything, my list
of judgments was running through my
head. I checked them off as I realized that
they were true. It was on this date that 1

by

He didn’t hold the door open for me. It
was pouring rain, I had an armful of books,
I was only six steps behind him, and he
didn’t hold the damn door open for me.
And frankly, I was mad about
SHORT if Not because I have some
STORY antiquated belief that men
should always hold the door
open for women, although that is a cour
tesy that I do often appreciate, but rather
because it’s a nice thing to do for anyone
who is entering a building behind you.
Especially when its pouring rain and that
person has an armful of books.
I would find out later that he never held
the door open for anyone, and I mean
never. He believed it to be a bizarre, pas
sive-aggressive way to close the gap
between someone you want to talk to you
and yourself. And the way he saw it, if he
wanted to talk to you he’d wait for you
across the threshold. As far as I’m con
cerned, that’s a rather strange conclusion
to develop on a faulty hypothesis. That
was his way though—come up with some
rash principle to guide his life and then
never let it drop, even if it was conclusive
ly proven to be wrong.
He would fight you to the death on some
of the most ridiculous tenets that he had
adopted for his existence. Figuratively,
that is; he was a pacifist.
He was a pacifist and he looked like one
too. You could look at him and make snap
decisions about his life, his morality, and
his politics. At first you feel badly about
doing so, because even though we all con
stantly judge each other, we hate ourselves

discovered that the door-holding thing
wasn’t limited to me, and this wasn’t a
manifestation of his hatred for me. In fact,
he didn’t hate me at all. What followed
was a Darcy-like pronouncement of his
interest in dating me, complete with a run
ning list of my faults. Or at least, what he
esteemed my faults to be.
You see, the funny thing was that all of
my generalizations and judgments were
true, but I hated making them, while he
was confident in his assumptions that were
so far off base that I laughed. Not a happy

www.mccullagh.org

laugh, but rather a sad chuckle complete
with downcast eyes.
I sometimes hate being right.
If you know anything about dates, you
can probably guess that this one ended
shortly after his list of my faults began.
As I left, I wondered how he came to
some of the conclusions that he did. Had I
once accidently put trash in to the recy
cling dumpster? That might be enough to
convince him that I didn’t care about the
environment, although I couldn’t remem
ber having done such. Perhaps he had once
overheard me decrying The New York
Times for the communist tendencies of the
writers. I’m sure that would bother him,
but shouldn’t he accept my opinions too?
The more and more I thought about it,
the more I was disturbed by the fact that he
made so many assumptions about me. I
know I made them about him too, but I
didn’t take mine quite so seriously.
I encountered him a few days later. It
was raining and I turned around to shake
my umbrella out as I entered my building.
I saw him walking quickly with his head
down against the wind, hair dripping. I
considered for a moment the poetic justice
of closing the door and making him hunt
for his keys. As it was, however, I stood
there holding the door ajar, allowing the
cold rain to sweep into the vestibule and
wet my ankles. We made eye contact as he
crossed the threshold. He looked as though
he wanted to say something, but I didn’t
give him a chance. I don’t hold doors open
for people in an attempt to make them talk
to me.
As far as I’m concerned, if I want to talk
to someone I can hunt them down else
where, away from doors entirely.

poetry

corner
Untitled
by Alex BetGeorge ’ll
Portfolio Staff

Memory returns when pervaded
by the redolence of rose;
its petals fermented
in saccharine
syrup
and dust.

But even her scent has faded in
time’s wrin-kles, unfurled across his face:
a vainglorious flag of years.
And her traces remain as
wisps of wind
in his mind.
Though other scars
have carved deeper grooves
in his skin,

he longs to win
hers back.

Friday
Beauty in the
Sometimes
by John Vaghi ’10
Contributing Writer

Sometimes the day that’s so clear
The sun that’s so bright
Send rays so strong
They blind the eyes
And whilst the love
And beauties refrain
The darkness creeps
Before turning to rain
A drop or two
Come pouring down
And hard mist wanders towards
The beauty we’ve found

Lia Armatas ’08
Portfolio Editor Emeritus

We counted 100 Egrets that must have flown in from what was too
warm now. We just sat on the back porch, drinking beer and playing
dominoes. The “cuk, cuk, cuk” drove my wife to the remark that breed
ing is simpler down south.

“poetry is the journal of the sea animal living on land, want
ing to fly in the air. poetry is a search for syllables to shoot
at the barriers of the unknown and the unknowable, poetry
is a phantom script telling how rainbows are made and why
they go away.” —Carl Sandburg, poetry Considered

Roving Photographers
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Ifyou could go on a date with any
one at PC, who would it be?

“Everyone except Jenna Pettinicchi!”

“Billy Byrne”

Katie Schmitt ’09, Pat Selby ’08, Matt Butler ’08, and Ben Robbins

Caitlyn Carpenter ’09 and Katie Devlin ’09

“The Friar Mascot.”
Rachel Gregorek ’10

“Keno Davis.”

“Tom Cotter.”

Victoria Allen ’09 and Samantha Rosado ’09

Lisa Sacchetta ’09, Lauren Annicelli ’09, Tom Cotter ’10,
and Audrey Fritton ’09

“We would tell you but our wives
would kill us.”
■Gov. Eliot Spitzer and Pres. Bill
Clinton
playboy.com
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Robert Bryan

Danielle Bertolette

Men’s Lacrosse
Junior—Apex, N.C.

Softball
Sophomore—Garden City, N.Y.

Bryan recorded a career-high 13 saves in
Providence’s 5-4 against St. Joe’s. For his efforts,
Bryan was named the MAAC defensive player of
the week.

Bertolette appeared in five out of six games this
week and posted a complete game shutout in a 1-0
win over Seton Hall on Saturday, April 13.

Scores

Schedules

Thursday 4/10

Thursday, 4/17

Softball vs. Harvard (doubleheader) Cancelled

Women’s Track at Mt. Sac Relays
Men’s Track at Mt. Sac Relays

All Day
All Day

Friday 4/11

Softball vs. Seton Hall
Softball vs. Seton Hall

L, 2-1 (8)
W, 5-4 (8)

Friday, 4/18

W, 4-1
W, 5-4

Saturday, 4/19

All Day
All Day

Women’s Track at Mt. Sac Relays
Men’s Track at Mt. Sac Relays

Saturday 4/12

Tennis vs. Manhattan
Lacrosse at St. Joseph’s
Sunday 4/13

Softball vs. St. Johns
Softball vs. St. Johns

All Day
All Day
Noon
7:00 p.m.

Women’s Track at UConn
Men’s Track at UConn
Softball at Rutgers (doubleheader)
Lacrosse at Brown

W, 1-0
W, 4-3

Sunday, 4/20

Noon

Softball at Villanova (doubleheader)

Tuesday 4/15

Tennis at Hartford

W, 4-3
Tuesday 4/22

Tennis at Hartford

Wednesday 4/16

Lacrosse at Marist
Softball at Yale
Softball at Yale

.

3:00 p.m.

L, 7-5
L, 3-2
T, 6-6

Standings
Men’s MAAC Lacrosse Standings (4/17)

Team
Canisius
Providence
VMI
Manhattan
Saint Josephs
Siena
Mt. St. Marys

MAAC
L
W
0
5
0
5
1
4
2
2
3
2
3
1
3
1

Overall
W
L
6
3
5
5
5
6
3
7
4
7
7
5
1
8

Women’s Softball Big East Standings (4/17)
Big East
Overall
Team
L
W
W
L
USF
13
11
36
1
15
Louisville
23
9
3
12
28
DePaul
7
3
'13
26
Notre Dame
7
3
16
18
Connecticut
7
3
22
17
Pittsburgh
5
7
14
23
Syracuse
7
5
18
18
6
Providence
4
15
18
8
Villanova .
4
17
24
Seton Hall
10
4
17
24
Rutgers
9
3
15
28
St. John's
12
2
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Friar Tennis Finishes Strong LAX: Slip-up Against Marist
John Butler ’ll
Sports Staff
There are few aspects of sports that are as
glorified as much as the comeback. Escaping
the depths of loss and failure, a comeback is
the crowning achievement of any sport. This
season
the
Providence
College
Women
’s Tennis
TENNIS
Team has certainly shown the
ability to come back from
defeat. After enduring a
seven-match losing streak, the Friars rescued
their season, winning their final three match
es to finish the season with a record of 8-9.
On Tuesday, April 15, The Lady Friars
capped off their season on a sweet note by
beating Holy Cross 4-3 in their only home
match of the season before an enthusiastic
crowd of about 200 Friar Faithful.
“They [the Friars] were ready for a
[Holy Cross] team that we have a strong
rivalry with,” said Head Women’s Tennis
Coach Wayne Turner. “We were up for it
and we went out and competed.”
As it was Senior Day, the Friars hon
ored three seniors—Kate Danaher, Erin
Kenaga, and Kate Lyons—for their four
years of dedication to the tennis pro
gram at PC.
Doubles play proved to be a critical
factor in the match, as all three of the
Friar duos soundly defeated their Holy
Cross opponents.
“The doubles were phenomenal,” noted
Turner in commending the fruits of a long
season of practice and hard work. “They
dominated their opponents all day.”
Freshman Avery Gibson and sophomore
Dara Hawkins-Hodgson teamed up to win
a close set 8-6. Both Gibson and HawkinsHodgson were defeated in their first and
third singles, respectively in very competi
tive sets.
The doubles team of junior Meghan
Gilroy and sophomore Jenn Cusack
cruised to an 8-0 victory in No. 2 doubles,
and the freshman tandem of Ayushi Sinha
and Kim Betzner followed up with a victo
ry to ensure the doubles point.
In No. 2 singles, junior Ashley Rissolo
was leading her set, but rolled her ankle
by

and was forced to forfeit. The injury was
not assessed as serious.
The hope of victory, then, lay in the
hands of the back end of the singles corps,
and the Lady Friars responded in impres
sive fashion. Certainly, this was nothing
new for a Friar squad that was accustomed
to occupying the underdog’s position.
“A lot of the time we’ll end up winning
the 4, 5, or 6 spots if we can’t get 1 and 2,”
said senior Kate Lyons.
Indeed, Cusack and Sinha each had rel
atively easy wins at No. 4 and No. 5 and
Lyons grabbed the win at No. 6 singles in
a hard-fought set.
“It started out tough for Katy, but I
though she made the right adjustments
for the wind, and she cruised after that,”
said Turner.
Pleased with her victory and her team’s
solid play, Lyons was happy with the
momentum the Friars had acquired
towards the end of the season.
“We’ve had to play some really tough
teams, some scholarship schools, but
we’ve shown that we’re a deep team” said
Lyons. “We can play with anybody,”
This never-say-die attitude also shone
clearly on Saturday, April 12, when the
Friars travelled to Queens, NY, to take on
Manhattan College. PC played well and
capitalized on the Jaspers forfeiting two
No. 6 singles and No. 2 doubles due to ill
ness en route to the 4-1 win.
Rissolo, Hawkins-Hodgson, Cusack,
and Sinha picked up easy wins in singles,
winning each with straight sets. Sinha and
Gilroy teamed for a win in No. 2 doubles
as well.
The Friars enter this offseason pleased
with their marked improvement over the
course of the season, and optimistic about
next season, given that there will be at
least five home matches next season for
Friar fans to show their support of one of
Providence’s most diligent squads.
Additionally, with at least one incoming
freshman recruit committed to playing
next season, the Friars will look to extend
the three-match win streak that concluded
their 2008 campaign.

continued from back page

The team traveled to Philadelphia on
Saturday, April 12, to face St. Joseph’s
University in search of its fifth straight win
and the chance to bring its record to .500.
They managed to do both with a 5-4 vic
tory over the Hawks. The win also kept the
Friars undefeated in the competitive
MAAC conference.
As has been the trend throughout the
conference season, Providence jumped out
to an early lead. Fallon got things started
for PC in the first quarter with a goal at the
8:56 mark. Murphy was credited with the
assist on the play.
Ninety seconds later, Dillon chipped in
his 11 th goal of season, second on the team
only to Murphy.
Tigh notched the first of his two goals as
time ran out in the first quarter, giving
Providence a 3-0 lead after the first period.
The lead did not last, however, as the
Hawks came out firing in the second. Three
straight goals from Chris O’Neill, Steve
Varga and Scott Cullinan tied the score at 3-3
halfway through the third quarter.
The Friars recaptured the lead off
Murphy’s 12th goal of the season with six
minutes left on the clock in the third.
McBride earned his second assist of the
afternoon on the play.
Tigh’s second goal at the 13:06 mark in
the fourth quarter was the team’s fifth and
final score, but it was enough to secure the
win. The Hawks would pull within one of
the Friars with Andrew Mandela’s goal,
but that was all they could get past PC jun
ior goalkeeper Robert Bryan.
After making 13 saves in the game,
Bryan was named the MAAC Defensive
Player of the Week. He has achieved this
honor three times in the last five weeks, an
impressive feat for someone who is play
ing his first full season as a starter. Bryan
was on the team in 2007 but did not start,
as then-senior Peter Littell was the starting
goalie.
In addition to keeping the Friars unde
feated in the MAAC, the team’s victory
over St. Joe’s clinched them a spot in the

upcoming MAAC Tournament. The win
ner of the tourney will earn an automatic
bid in the NCAA Tournament. As the
defending MAAC Tourney Champions,
the Friars have some high expectations to
live up to.
They are presently in second place in the
league behind only Canisius College, the
team that the Friars will face in their last
regular season contest leading up to the
MAAC Tournament.
But before the team challenges Canisius
for a chance at first place and the top seed in
the conference tourney, they have two more
matches this week to prepare for. On
Saturday, April 19, the team will play its third
straight road match, this one against
crosstown rival Brown University.
Then on Wednesday, April 23, PC
returns home to face Wagner. Faceoff is set
for 7:00 p.m.

Baseball is Back
continued from page 22

Sweet Lou and the Cubbies will be back
playing October baseball.
2008 Record: 88-74 (Central Division
Champions)
Arizona Diamondbacks: A team that
did not get much attention last year was
the dessert dwellers, the Diamondbacks.
In the very competitive N.L. West they
notched 90 wins. They swept the Cubs
in the N.L.D.S but ran into the
Cinderella Rockies, who ended their
season. Their rotation is flat out stellar.
Brandon Webb goes relatively unnoticed
and is a top five pitcher and Dan Haren
will give the D-Backs more depth in
their pitching lineup. The batting order
is not filled with big hitters, but has an
abundance of scrappy hitters. Eric
Byrnes and stud rookie Justin Upton
will be key for Arizona’s success this
season.

THE ONLY THING GROWING FASTER THAN OUR
GRADUATE PROGRAMS IS OUR REPUTATION.

Graduate Programs; graduate@quirm.ipi ae.edu
Graduate Online Programs: quonlintadmissions'C? quinnipiac.edu
Law School: Iadm@tpHnmpiar.edu

Quinnipiac University
1-800-462-1944 I Hamden, Connecticut
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the Sportboss
with Bradley Chen

America s Pastime Has Returned
As I walked down the lower quad over
the weekend, birds were chirping, the sun
was shining, and the little bit of grass that
covers Providence College was littered
with baseball-throwing students. Baseball
caps facing forwards, backwards, visors,
and even a rally cap covered faces that
were just happy that spring had finally
arrived. Red Sox, Yankees, Mets, Dodgers,
and even a Pittsburgh Pirates hat could be
found outside as if you were shopping at a
Lids store. While Lids stores supply all 32
teams, I am only going to supply you with
information of who I believe are con
tenders for the 2008 World Series.
American League:
Boston Red Sox: The 2004 World
Series broke the cruse, but the 2007 victo
ry showed that Boston expects to be in the
Fall Classic every year. The lineup has
stayed mainly the same with additional
playing time for Jacoby Ellsbury in the
outfield. Ellsbury and Dustin Pedroia will
continue to fill up the bases for David
Ortiz and Manny Ramirez in the heart of
the lineup. Pitching may be a concern. Josh
Beckett who has proven himself as the
clear ace of the team has a history of being
hindered by nagging injuries and suffered
a setback in spring training. Curt Schilling
will not be available till the all-star game
as well. This means Daisuke Matsuzaka
and Jon Lester will have to carry a lot of
the load. Matsuzaka had a very average
first season but the transition from Japan is
not an easy one. Look for him to have a
much better season. Hideki Okijima does a
great job of holding the 8th inning and
Jonathan Paplebon has become one of the
best closers in the game, at 27 years old.
Give him the lead in the 9th and expect a
1-2-3 inning. The Sox have what it takes to
repeat as division champs and that’s exact
ly what they’ll do.
2008 record: 95-67 (East Division
Winners)
New York Yankees: It’s hard to imagine
Joe Torre not sitting on the Yankee pine.
With Torre gone, a new Joe (Girardi) looks
to pick up where he left off. By resigning
Alex Rodriguez they kept the reigning
A.L. MVP and the highest payroll in base
ball. This high-powered and high-paid
offense should once again offset the
Yankee pitching struggles. The Bronx
Bombers have a few proven pitches at the
front of the rotation in Chien-Ming Wang
and Andy Pettite, but the rest of the staff is
inexperienced and unproven. Yankee
faithful hope that prized prospects
Phillip Hughes and Ian Kennedy can
meet the challenge and that Joba
Chamberlain will once again pitch
“lights out” baseball out of the bullpen.
All in all, the offense will outweigh their
pitching deficiencies and the Yanks will
be playing yet again in October.
2008 Record: 93-69 (Wild Card)
Detroit Tigers: Off to a slow start in
2008, they will heat up and beat out the
White Sox and Indians for the Central divi
sion. How could they not make the play
offs with that lineup? Similar to the
Yankees, they have spent incredible
amounts of money to form what looks like

We are HARTFORD TEXTILE COMPANY
Hartford Company is looking for part time job

seekers as a mystery
shoppers that would work for us.
THE REQUIREMENT: Must be computer
literate and be devoted.

For more details contact us

at:jessyJefferson@hotmail.com

the best lineup in baseball. Bringing in
young Miguel Cabrera from Florida was
the second-biggest signing of the offseason
(after Johan Santana). Edgar Renteria
(from Atlanta) can still get the job done at
shortstop and when Ivan Rodriguez, a sure
Hall-of-Famer, is batting 8th in the lineup,
it means manager Jim Leyland has a lot of
options. Their rotation has the potential to
be great but it also has the potential to flop.
Justin Verlander is a bonafide no. 1 starter
but after that the picture is fuzzy. Jeremy
Bonderman has shown the capability to be
great as has Dontrelle Willis but the quesion remains whether these two hurlers can
recapture their former identities. Overall,
the offensive punch will give Detroit an
edge in the central.
2008 Record: 93-69 (Central Division
winners)
National League
New York Mets: Their painful collapse
in September of 2007 is still on the hearts
and minds of Mets fans everywhere. That
is why management when out and got
Johan Santana, the best pitcher in baseball.
Santan should once again be the games
most dominate hurler but the rest of the
staff raises serious question marks. Pedro
Martinez has already gone down due to
injury and there is little consistency
between John Maine and Oliver Perez. If
the Mets get the John Maine from the first
few months of last year, they’ll be fine,
otherise they could find themselves in seri
ous trouble. Once again the Mets should be
able to put some runs up on the board.
Their lineup is very deep and will be tough
to deal with. Jose Reyes is perhaps the
game’s most dynamic lead-off hitter and
Carlos Beltran and David Wright should
provide some punch in the middle of the
lineup. Santana will be the key to the Mets
success and his dominance down teh
stretch will help the Mets avoid collapsing
for the second straight year and win the NL
East Crown.
Record: 94-68 (East Division Winners)
Philadelphia Phillies: Last season they
took advantage of the Mets disastrous final
month of the season to capture the East. In
what should become a heated rivalry; the
Phillies have the offense to counter New
York. Jimmy Rollins, Chase Utley, and
Ryan Howard power a relentless offense
that would give any pitcher nightmares.
The rotation is suspect after ace Cole
Hamels but the return of Brett Myers cer
tainly should help solidify the Phillies
staff. As is always the case with the
Phillies, the bullpen will be a liability. Tom
Gordon continues to age and if Brad Lidge
doesn’t recapture his old form the Phils
could lose a lot of games late. After miss
ing the playoffs for 15 straight seasons, the
Phils will make it back to postseason play
for the second straight season, putting
smiles across the faces of the notroriously
hostile Philadelphia crowd.
Record: 91-71 (Wild Card)
Chicago Cubs: The Chicago Cubs have
been the “sexy” pick among many to make
it to the 2008 Fall Classic. In what will be
Lou Pinella’s second year as manager, the
“bleacher bums” of Wrigley field think
that the Steve Bartman days are behind
them. Leading the way for the Cubs is their
newly signed ace, Carlos Zambrano. The
huge, Venezuelan righty has the tools to
dominate opposing hitters on any given
night. Along with Zambrano, the Cubs
should get solid performances from lefty’s
Ted Lilly and Rich Hill. Also the bullpen
should receive a boost by adding new clos
er, Kerry Wood. Offensively the Cubs also
have the pieces to win a division crown.
Alfonso Soriano, Derek Lee, and Aramis
Ramirez are all capable of having monster
years and the newly added Japanese imort,
Fukudome, has already paid immediate I
dividends. When all is said and done,
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Freshman centerfielder, Mary Rose Sheehy hit a walk-off homerun on Sunday,
April 14 against St. John’s. The homerun was her third of the season

Friars’ Bats Back on Track
continued from back page

the scoring started for the Friars when
she singled up the middle in the third
inning, scoring sophomore Julie Fowler
and chipping the Storm’s lead down to
3-1. Scoring subsided until the sixth
inning when junior Gina Rossi hit a tworun bomb to even the score. In the bot
tom of the seventh with the score tied,
Sheehy stepped in and delivered a clutch
walk-off home run and propelled the
Friars to a 4-3 victory.
“Every team in the Big East is really
good and we are a good team too, but last
week we fell apart a little bit,” said Sheehy.
“We weren’t hitting as well as the other
teams, but we really worked on that and
this weekend we were able to pull out
some tough games Friday and Sunday.”
On Friday, April 11, the Friars hosted
and split a doubleheader with the Seton
Hall Pirates. In the first game of the day
the Friars jumped out to an early lead when
sophomore Katelyn Revens came around
to score on an RBI single by Sheehy. The
Pirates evened the score in the fifth with an
RBI single of their own. The game
required an extra inning of play, with the
Pirates ultimately coming out on top with a
score of 2-1 after Shannon Pease hit an
RBI double to score Kealan Waldron.
The second game of the day yielded bet
ter results for the Friars and stopped their
losing streak at six. The Friars again

jumped out to a first-inning lead when
sophomore Jenna Garcia hit a solo shot
over the left field fence. In the top of the
second the Pirates took a 2-1 lead on a
two-run shot. They added two more runs in
the fourth to extend the lead to 4-1. In the
bottom of the fourth the Friars fought back
when sophomore Theresa Bertels hit a
three-run blast which drove in Rossi and
Stratton, tying the score at 4-4. Sophomore
Christy Becker led off the eighth inning
with a game winning walk-off home run,
good for her sixth round-tripper of the sea
son. Bertolette made a relief appearance
and was again credited with the win.
“I think the momentum has changed”
said Pitching Coach Caryn Haskins.
“We’re a scrappy team and we were a little
flat for a while but we’ve turned it on and
come to life finally.”
The first two games of the week on
Thursday, April 10, against Harvard were
canceled due to inclement weather.
The Friars offense turned it on at the end
of the week and the team began to get the
big hits they had been lacking for its previ
ous six games. If the Friars hope to make a
serious run at the Big East Championship
they must continue to pitch well and get a
more consistent offensive contribution
from their lineup.
The Friars return to action this Saturday,
April 19, when they travel to Piscataway,
New Jersey to take on the Scarlet Knights
of Rutgers University.

Friars Run Away from Field
Mollie Quinn ’09
Sports Staff
As the men’s and women’s outdoor
track season heats up, faster times are reg
istering on the score board. This was espe
cially true on Wednesday, April 9, at a dual
meet hosted by Yale
TRACK University, where the friars
competed against Iona,
Quinnipiac, and Stony
Brook.
Under perfect
weather conditions, the Friar men were
able to set a new school record in the
4x400m relay with a time of 3:19.58.
The Friar men and women each made
three sweeping team victories throughout
the day. The women triumphed over Iona
61-34, Quinnipiac 60-42 and Stony Brook,
while the men defeated Iona 74-45,
Quinnipiac 84-30, and Stony Brook 74-53.
In the 4x100m relay, freshmen Toni
Rauseo, Nora Fazioli, and Julie Wolf, and
sophomore Caitlin Lawrence captured first
place. Also taking the number one spot
was the 4x400 relay team which consisted
of junior Katherine Schock, sophomore
Samantha Stadt, Lawrence, and Wolf.
The women’s side also saw success in
their individual performances. Shock won
the 800m in a time of 2:16.39. In the mile
race, sophomore Krystal Douglas stole
first place with a time of 4:57.78. Junior
Danette Doetzel won the 3000m in a time
of 9:38.94 and Lawrence won the high
jump with a mark of 1,55m.
On the men’s side of competition, the
Friars totaled five first place finishes in
individual events. Junior Charles Dewey
by

won the 400m in 49.10 seconds and senior
Max Smith took a first place victory in the
800m with a time of 1.55.59. In the 3000m
race, junior Hayden McLaren was first to
cross the finish line with a time of 8:30.
Freshman Phillip Connaughton won the
long jump with a height of 5.98m and
freshman Stephen Justus registered the
final first place finish in the javelin throw
with a mark of 51.96m.
In addition to the record-breaking finish
for one of the men’s relay teams led by
freshman Brian Stannard, junior Alan
Pandiani, senior James Lourenco, and
Dewey, the 4x100m relay team was also
able to score a first place victory. The
squad consisted of freshmen Lewin
Richards and Teto Moulton and sopho
mores Chris Gubata and Isaiah Davis.
The Friars will be back in action on
April 17th and 18th as some of the men
and women travel to Walnut, California, to
race in the competitive Mt. Sac Relays.
The rest of the PC team will be competing
at the UCONN invitational on April 19th .
As a side note, former Providence
College standout John Treacy ’78 will be
inducted into the 2008 Penn Relay’s Hall
of Fame. Treacy was a standout during his
time at Providence and is known as the
school’s greatest runner. A year after grad
uating, he won the silver medal in the 1984
Olympics in the marathon. In the 1978
Penn Relays, Treacy won the combined
College and Olympic Development
10,000m race, setting a 27:55.2 record.
The record at Penn that Treacy set, still
stands today.
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Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to
hear from you! Just e-mail your questions
either about PC sports or sports in general to

best to answer them—and stir up a little

debate if we can!

The Cowl Sports Staff

Will Keno Davis lead the Friars into the NCAA tournament in his first year as
the head coach in Friartown?

—Erin Redihan ’08

The hiring of Keno Davis has brought a
new sense of optimism to Providence
College Basketball. There is finally excite
ment surrounding what should be a very
strong basketball team and with Keno in
charge, I think that the Friars will be play
ing in March next season.
The Friars will return one of the most
experienced rosters in the Big East. With
five seniors and four juniors, Davis has a
group of players that knows the ins and
outs of Big East basketball.
Not only do they have experience, but
they have ample amounts of talent as well.
Obviously losing Sharaud Curry had a pro
found impact last season, but his loss
shouldn’t have left them as a sub .500
team. The tools were there, Tim Welsh just
didn’t know how to use them.
With Keno Davis, new offensive and
defensive systems will be implemented
that will better suit PC’s personnel. Threepoint shots will still be a key component,
but they will go about finding those shots
in a much more organized fashion. Davis
will be able to use McDermott and Curry
similarly to Drake’s Emmenecker in that
they will be able to effectively drive and
kick to open shooters. Providence certain
ly has the shooters to execute this offense,
with Curry, Brian McKenzie, Jeff Xavier,
and Dwain Williams all having the capa
bility to fill it up from deep.
Davis will also mix it up on defense and
get out of the 2-3 zone that Friar fans have
grown accustomed to during the Welsh era.
Overall, Davis will maximize the
potential of this Friar roster. He’s an
extremely intelligent coach and barring
injuries he will bring Providence back to
the NCAA Tournament.
—Dan Ollquist ’10

Keno Davis Looks to Lead
Friars Back to Glory Days
continued from back page

role in the search process felt similarly
about Davis.
“We talked to some of the most knowl
edgeable members of the college basket
ball community,” said Shanley. “It was our
task to find a coach who would lead our
student-athletes and embrace the Colleges
mission. Keno Davis met all of our selec
tion criteria.”
With a new coach, obviously the Friars
will play a different brand of basketball
from what fans became accustomed to dur
ing the Tim Welsh era. We will most likely
see a faster-paced style than we’re used to.
In recent years, the Friars have had the
capability to run a fast game, but often
opted not to. The three-pointer will be an
important piece, too. Davis’ squad at
Drake torched their opponents from
beyond the arc, but they did so in a much
more organized fashion than most teams
do. He uses a motion-based offense and
relies on his players being able to drive to
the basket and kick out to open perimeter
shooters when the shots are there.
One of the main points of emphasis dur
ing the press conference was Davis’ devo
tion to getting his players to work hard.
Under the tutelage of his father and Bruce
Pearl, Davis likes a fast-pace game that
promotes hard work and dedication.
“I was looking for someone who I
believed had the ability to inspire,” said
Shanley. “We have found someone [Davis]
who will build the character of our players,
and oh yes, he will win.”
Up at the podium, Shanley and Driscoll
also conveyed an important message:

Cleaning Up Your Diet

cowlsports@gmail.com, and we'll do our

Thanks,

As good as the hiring will be for
Providence College, Keno Davis won’t
make enough of an impact to get the Friars
back into the Big Dance.
No doubt, this team has talent, but the
Big East is simply too strong next year.
In most preliminary polls, the Big East
has seven teams slated in the top 25
which means that league play will be
absolutely brutal. Over the past several
years Providence has shown the
inablilty to win league games on the
road and maybe that was a result of the
coaching, but I honestly can’t see those
patterns changing too drastically.
The key for Providence is whether or
not they can make the jump to beat the
bottom-feeders of the Big East on the
road. Providence has played very well at
the Dunkin’ Donuts Center in recent
years but has consistently been baffled
by the weaker teams in road contests. If
they can get over this hump they could
do some damage. Unfortunately, I don’t
think they will.
Another area that concerns me is how
the players will adjust to Coach Davis.
Being the veteran team that they are, they
are familiar with Coach Welsh and his
style and it may take awhile for the Friars
to adjust under Davis. Playing primarily
man-to-man defense as opposed to the 2-3
zone that Welsh liked to use is a huge shift
in philosophy and if PC doesn’t adapt
quickly they could be in trouble. They will
need to win nearly all of their non-league
games if they want any chance at reaching
post-season play, and if they stumble out
of the gates learning Davis’ new system
they won’t make the cut for the NCAAs.
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Providence College is ready to compete
with the big boys. The Shanley/Driscoll
administration has taken several steps to
make it to this point. They inherited a pro
gram suffering from decades of compla
cency and neglect, a program years behind
its competitors. They instituted athleticsonly giving, lobbied for a new Dunk, and
built a new Lacrosse/Field Hockey com
plex, a state-of-the-art sports medicine
facility, and the Concannon Fitness Center.
With much improved facilities, the admin
istration expects success. “We don’t want
to make any more excuses,” said Driscoll.
Davis seemed genuinely enthused about
being at Providence College. Sitting beside
his wife on the podium, he joked about
returning to Red Sox Nation and was
extremely relaxed and composed.
“It’s great to be here and an absolute
honor to be a part of Providence,” said
Davis. “You look at the traditon of
Povidence College Basketball and to be a
part of that means a lot to me.”
When asked about the prospects of next
season, Davis did not promise an NCAA
title banner but he did lay out the way in
which he hopes his team will operate.
“I’m not going to put a number on the
amount of wins I expect,” said Davis.
“We’re just going to make sure that we get
better everyday.”
It is amazing how in just one day our
whole outlook on a program can change.
Things went from dark and stormy to bright
and sunny all in one short press conference.
Bob Eiriscoll asked of the crowd in atten
dance of the Davis press conference, “Isn’t it
a great day to be a Friar?”
Bob, it hasn’t been this good in a long time.

by

Casey Reuteman ’09
Sports Staff

The weather’s warmer, the sky is bluer,
and the semester’s end is quickly
approaching. Hopefully over the past few
months you’ve become more active (how’s
the 5K training coming?), you feel health
ier, and most importantly
FITNESS you’re smiling a lot more.
While these next few weeks
will be beset with late-night
noshing, backyard BBQs, and all-you-caneat banquets, the fabulously fit physique
you’ve been working toward is just as wor
thy of attention, celebration and apprecia
tion. Though the hectic nature of this time
makes taking care of your body seem triv
ial, it is actually one of the most crucial
contributors to your ability to power
through the frenzy.
That’s not to say that your 1:00 am han
kering for Sour Patch Kids should be
ignored at all costs—I know how essential
they can be to the completion of your 15pager—or that you should pass up the
juicy burger at the DWC BBQ. I have no
desire to be a dietary despot nor do I want
you to become a nutrition nutcase who
begrudgingly declines all decadent treats
that come your way. Not fun. Not healthy.
What I do aim to provide you with,
however, is the awareness of the benefits
of choosing healthy foods so that when the
opportunity presents itself you make a
wholesome choice because you want to,
not because you are afraid not to.
Contrary to popular belief, maintaining
a healthy diet doesn’t require a mathemat
ical formula, portable lists of vitamins and
nutrients, or any “low” in this-that-or-theother-thing labels. All you need to strive
for is choosing a wide variety of colorful
foods in the closest form to their natural
state. While I don’t advocate that you limit
your intake to only raw fruits and vegeta
bles, your body will thank you for adding
substantial portions of color and crunch to
your meals.
In addition, there isn’t a craving that
you have for junk that can’t be just as eas
ily satisfied with a healthy alternative.
Need something sweet? Strawberries,
blueberries, raspberries, etc. are as fulfill
ing (and better for you) as those artificial
ly flavored gummy snacks that often seem
to be the only answer. Dying to hear the
satisfying crunch of potato chips? Baby
carrots, bell peppers, and celery dipped in
ranch dressing, hummus, or salsa all pro
vide the gratifying crispiness of processed

goods without the grease and extra calo
ries. While I know nothing easily
replaces your favorite comfort food, the
effort to make healthier selections truly
pays off by keeping you thinking clearly
and feeling energized.
Listed below are just a few examples
of the most nourishing foods for your
body. If you can recognize and remem
ber the added bonuses that these items
offer, you will be much more apt to
crave and enjoy them.
Berries: a great source of antioxidants,
vitamin C, and soluble fiber
Citrus Fruits: bioflavonoids strengthen
blood vessels, are strong antioxidants, and
help prevent cancer
Broccoli: fights and prevents against
cancer (especially breast, colon, and lung),
boosts immune system
Nuts (esp. Walnuts and Almonds): good
source of protein, protects against heart
disease with Omega-3 fatty acids
Spinach: flavonoids work as antioxi
dants and as anti-cancer agents, Lutein
effectively prevents cataracts and macular
degeneration, an anti-inflammatory
Oats: source of fiber, lowers choles
terol, stabilizes blood sugar, lowers type 2
diabetes risk
Whole-grains & whole (brown) rice:

fiber protects against cancer (especially
breast cancer in women), protects against
heart disease
While the list could continue on, I think
you get the idea. The trick to eating healthy
is no mystery. Those foods that look,
smell, and taste healthy—the ones you
probably have avoided since your parents
forced you to eat them. . . “or else. . .”—
are healthy. The challenge is to acknowl
edge and accept that, as tempting as those
chips may seem, you will be much better
off choosing an alternative means to get
that “crunch”.
Think of taking care of your body like
you think of doing the schoolwork you are
probably ignoring to read this article; it
may be a struggle, it may take a long time,
but you have to get it done. When you rec
ognize that your choices today set the tone
for your quality of life tomorrow choosing
carrots over candy doesn’t seem like such
an unreasonable feat, does it? So, have the
burger if you want it, chomp as many chips
as you’d like, but when at all possible add
some “superfoods” to the mix... you’ll be
surprised how good it feels to treat your
body right.

Want the inside scoop on
Keno and the friars?
Fill out an application for The Cowl Sports staff
to cover the new era of Providence College Athletics.
Applications available in The Cowl office in Slavin G05
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Providence Basketball Gambles on Keno
by Dan Ollquist ’10
and Ryan Holt ’09

The Friars have hit the jackpot. Finally,
a month to the day after the search began,
Keno Davis was named the basketball
coach at Providence College. PC nation
has let out a collective sigh of relief and
should be excited and
HOOPS pleased about this tremen
dous hire.
The past few weeks have
been riddled with heartbreak
for Friar fans. First, alum Jim Larranaga
turned down the opportunity to coach PC
and just a week later, UMass head coach
Travis Ford also said no to Providence
Athletic Director Bob Driscoll. Although
both candidates would have been excellent
additions, Davis seems right for the job.
After inheriting a struggling Drake pro
gram, he led the Bulldogs to a 28-5 record,
a Missouri Valley Conference regular sea
son and tournament championship, several
weeks in the Top 25, and a five-seed in the
NCAA Tournament, and as an added
bonus he was named the AP national coach
of the year. For a school that had been
rejected by numerous coaches, it was quite
an accomplishment for Driscoll and the
athletic department to reel in the national
coach of the year.
“To get the national coach of the year is
a tremendous feat for PC,” said Providence
College President, Fr. Brian Shanley.
“When we talked to him, we [Shanley and
Driscoll] knew we had the right hire.”

JOHN VAGHI ’10/ THE COWL

Yesterday at a press conference held in Alumni Hall, Providence College
President, Rev. Brian Shanley and Athletic Director Bob Driscoll introduced
Keno Davis as the new Head Coach of Providence Basketball. Davis replaces Tim
Welsh who was fired in March and is the 14th coach in the school’s history.

Davis’ Cinderella season at Drake
was unfortunately cut short by a mirac
ulous overtime shot in the first round of
the tournament but that doesn’t dimin
ish the tremendous work of Davis in his
first year at the helm. The Bulldogs rat
tled off 21 straight wins, reached their
first NCAA tournament since 1971, and
received incredible national media

Softball Bounces Back
by

Chris Mammen ’ll
Sports Staff

The
Providence
College
Women’s Softball Team has
entered the last month of the sea
son oh a somewhat sour note.
After dropping six straight
games, the Friars
finally managed to
SOFTBALL snap out of their
skid this weekend
winning three of
four games over the weekend
before dropping losing and tying
a contest during the week.
On Wednesday, April 16, the
Friars traveled to New Haven,
Conn, for a twin billing against
the Yale Bulldogs. Yale entered
the game with a 13-24 record but
played well against the Friar nine.
In the first game, PC and Yale
had matched each other in a backand-forth contest. Sophomore
pitcher Danielle Bertolette kept
the Friars in the game by holding
the Bulldogs to two runs over
four innings, but after she exited
Yale was able to push across the
decisive third run. Despite the
disappointing 3-2 loss, the Friars
received sophomore Jenna Garcia
recorded two hits and junior
Mary Rose Sheehy knocked in a
run, while reaching base in three
out of her four plate apperances.
The second game of the dou
bleheader was one to remember.
Providence fell behind early 3-0
but the Friar lineup battled back.
Freshman Mary Rose Sheehy had
a two-run single to draw the
Friars within one run at 3-2. The
offense did not relent as sopho
more Katelyn Revens launched a
two-run homer as part of a three
run fifth inning rally to give PC a
5-3
lead.
Unfortunately
Providence was unable to hold
the lead. The Bulldogs battled

right back and scored three runs
of their own in the bottom of the
sixth to give the home team a 6-5
lead. With another defeat staring
them in the eye, PC got a clutch
hit from sophomore Christy
Becker, who ripped an RBI dou
ble to tie the game. With the
game knotted up at 6-6 the two
teams headed to extra innings,
but neither squad was able to
plate the decisive run before the
game was called due to darkness.
Junior Jennifer Maccio had a
gritty performance on the
mound, pitching all nine
innings in the tie.On Sunday,
April 13, the Friars hosted the
Red Storm of St. John’s
University. In the first game of
the day the Friars’ star sopho
more
pitcher
Danielle
Bertolette got back to form,
pitching her sixth shutout of the
season and leading the Friars to
a 1-0 victory. Bertolette struck
out seven batters and allowed
just three hits. The lone run
came off the bat of freshman
Justine Stratton, who hit a solo
shot to lead off the bottom of
the fifth inning.
“You hit your ups and downs
and run into tougher competition,
but that’s just part of the season,”
said Bertolette. “Consistency is
the key and I think we are back
on track.”
In the second game of the
day the Red Storm jumped out
to an early 3-0 lead against jun
ior Jennifer Maccio. After a
rough first inning Maccio set
tled down for four scoreless
innings. It was Bertolette who
got the win, pitching two score
less innings to end the contest.
Junior Mary Rose Sheehy got
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attention— something that no Drake
team has ever had.
Davis is already known around the
country as a great motivator. With two
walk-ons in the starting lineup, Drake was
picked by most experts to finish ninth in
the MVC this season. Yet with the emer
gence of MVC player of the year Arron
Emmenecker, Davis and the Bulldogs ran

away with the MVC title.
Although on the outside he appears
somewhat inexperienced, it is important to
note that he comes from a tremendous
coaching pedigree. His father, Dr. Tom
Davis, a long-time coach and author of
several coaching books, is seen as one of
college basketball’s best minds. Dr. Davis
is a long-time friend of Friar Legend Dave
Gavitt. His coaching tree includes national
champion Gary Williams and Tennessee’s
Bruce Pearl. Keno Davis was Pearl’s assis
tant prior to his time at Drake.
Pulling Davis out of his comfortable sit
uation in Iowa seemed to be a tough task
but he has many ties to the northeast. He
grew up outside of Boston during his
father’s tenure as head coach at Boston
College and is a great enthusiast of Big
East basketball. “It was very tough to leave
Drake but I’m very familiar with this area
and the Big East,” said Davis. “We [PC
basketball] are at the tipping point of
something special.”
After weeks of searching for its next
head coach, both Bob Driscoll and Fr.
Shanley commented on the attributes
they were looking for in the next poten
tial coach.
“We wanted a coach that had head
coaching experience,” said Driscoll.
“Keno is an excellent cultural fit for
Providence College.”
Fr. Shanley, who played an instrumental
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Friars Drop First MAAC Game
by

Erin Redihan ’08
Sports Editor

When you play in a tough
conference, even the weakest
teams can surprise you on any
given day. Going into its game
against
Marist
on
LAX College
Wednesday, April
16,
Providence
was a league-best
5-0 in the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference, while the
Red Foxes had yet to win a
game in 2008—both in the
league and outside the MAAC.
But there are no guaranteed
wins in the best leagues and the
Friars learned that they must
play their best in every contest,
regardless of their opponent’s
record, as what looked to be a
relatively easy game for the
Friars became a struggle in the
second quarter.
The Friars scored the first
quarter’s lone goal with seven
minutes left on the clock.
Sophomore Jackson Fallon fed
grad student Mark Dillon to get
Providence on the board.
Marist came right back in the
second with three goals of its
own. All three points came with
in a minute of each other. First,
Pat VanHall put his team on the
board off an assist from Ryan
Sharkey at the 14:17 mark. Matt
Francis then put the Red Foxes
ahead with a goal at 13:47.
Matt Teichmann stretched the
lead to two off an assist from
VanHall with 13:21 to play.
Senior Devin McBride cut PC’s
deficit to one with his goal a little
more than six minutes before half
time. Grad student Bennett Murphy
assisted on the play.
The Red Foxes stayed strong
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Senior Devin McBride tallied two assists in a 5-4 win over St.
Joseph’s on Saturday, April 12.

on offense and scored their fourth
goal of the second quarter with
3:49 left on the clock. Pete
O’Hara scored his first goal of the
day off an assist from Teichmann.
Then with 2:02 to play before
the break, Sharkey gave Marist a
5-2 lead—their biggest of the
day-off a feed from Corey Zindel.
The Friars proved they were
not about to concede the game in
the third, as Murphy recorded his
first goal of the day with 6:55 left
in the quarter. Sophomore Colin
Tigh earned his first point of the
day with the assist, making the
score 5-3. Marist continued the
fight, putting up its sixth goal off
the stick of Zindel with four min
utes to go in the third.
The first eight minutes of the
fourth quarter were scoreless for

both teams. Then junior Bobby
Labadini scored his first of two
goals on the day with five min
utes left in game, cutting the Red
Foxes’ advantage to 6-4.
Sharkey’s second goal of the
game put Marist up 7-4, matching
their biggest lead of the game.
The three-goal lead would not
last, as Labadini gave PC its fifth
goal, with just over a minute
remaining. The Friars failed to
score in the final minute of play,
and lost 7-5.
The loss snapped the Friars’
five-game win streak and blem
ished their previously perfect
MAAC record. With the defeat,
Providence falls to 5-1 in the
league and 5-6 overall.
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